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by playing a bigger role in achieving 
environmental goals, but in securing 
supply and facilitating effective load 
management. New technologies have 
the potential to change business models, 
create new markets and transform the 
power supply scene. 

The world merchant power supply 
market is projected to decline by over 
15% in 2009, with the industrial power 
supply sector falling in excess of 30% 
according to the latest analysis from IMS 
Research which forecasts that nearly 
all power supply sectors will decline 
in 2009, the largest fall predicted in 
industrial applications. In fact, the only 
sector during 2009 expected to grow 
is lighting, driven by a strong demand 
for AC-DC power supplies used in LED 
lighting applications.

  
With many suppliers trying to address 

LED lighting applications such as street 
lighting and signage boards, strong 
growth should continue as more and 
more applications adopt or convert to 
LED technology.

 
The future looks bright for smart 

grid and LED lighting. Let’s hope the 
‘doldrums’ in the rest of the industry will 
be short-lived and responsibly handled 
by all those making decisions for the 
future of power electronics and its 
professionals.

Enjoy this full issue, keep the feedback 
coming and check out our fun-site, 
Dilbert, at the back of the magazine.

All the best!

Editor-in-Chief, PSDE
Cliff.Keys@powersystemsdesign.com

The smart grid is big news these days 
fuelled by the media and government 
administrations. It finally seems the 
message has been grasped as promises 
of energy diversity and, perhaps more 
importantly, those of hard cash in terms 
of funding are becoming a reality.

There is an urgent need for the upgrade 
of the European energy networks. 
Beyond the 20-20-20 targets outlined 
by the European Commission, there is 
a significant investment requirement 
even for the current infrastructure. The 
EU has a commitment to generate 20% 
of its energy from renewable sources 
by 2020 and appears ready to scale up 
this reduction to as much as 30% under 
a new global climate change agreement 
when other developed countries make 
comparable efforts. But it is widely 
reported that this will be impossible 
without a major overhaul of Europe's 
electricity grid. 

The grid was not originally built to 
handle the loads it has today, let alone 
the job that it will be required to do in 
the future. It needs to be upgraded and 
equipped with the capability to allow 
the transmission of electricity over long 
distances which means a massive 
program of building electricity systems 
that connect remote wind and solar 
farms to towns and cities, a ‘smarter' 
grid that is more responsive to normal 
variations in supply and demand. 

Smart grids offer a solution, not just 
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the U.S. and driving cost savings through 
improved product design, procurement and 
logistics,” added Schramm. “As COO, he is 
charged with unifying functional organizations 
globally and identifying and exploiting syner-
gies across all of our operations.”

While Genesys™ is PPM’s main focus, 
the company is also involved in large LED 
display projects where TDK-Lambda’s new 
LED products are already generating inter-
est. With sustained high levels of innovation 
and new product introductions, TDK-Lambda 
anticipates it will continue to address the fast 
changing needs of the UK professional elec-
tronics industry.

“We are delighted to receive this award 
once again,” says Philip Surman, Business 
Development Manager for PPM’s Test and 
Instrumentation Division. “TDK-Lambda’s 
continued strengthening of the Genesys™ 
programmable power line has proved very 
successful for us; the new 2.4kW 1U product 
is unique to the market and presents our cus-
tomers with a lot of choice. No other product 
offers the same level of features across the 

Maxwell Technologies Promotes George Kreigler to 
Chief Operating Officer

Maxwell Technologies announced today 
that it has promoted George Kreigler to the 
new position of chief operating officer, with 
overall responsibility for the company's opera-
tions in the U.S., Europe and Asia.

Kreigler, 56, joined Maxwell as vice presi-
dent, operations, in 2006, and was promoted 
to senior vice president in 2007. He has more 
than 30 years of high technology operations 
and business management experience, 
including supervision of multiple large-scale 
offshore manufacturing facilities. David Sch-
ramm, Maxwell’s president and chief execu-
tive officer, said that creation of the new COO 
position reflects the need to strengthen coor-
dination and management of the company’s 
increasingly complex worldwide operations. 

“George has exhibited tremendous leader-
ship and operational savvy in moving BOOST-
CAP® ultracapacitor assembly offshore, 
expanding electrode production capacity in 

www.maxwell.com

row EMEASA and Corporate Vice President 
Supplier Marketing. “Johanson is a valued 
partner, and we look forward to working to-
gether to provide our world-class engineering 
and inventory management capabilities at the 
European level.”

“Arrow has provided outstanding support 
to our customers,” said John Petrinec, Chief 
Executive Officer, The Johanson Companies.  
“This new agreement is a logical progression 
in our quest to offer customers’ unparalleled 
support in their passive component needs.”

Arrow Electronics EMEASA and The Jo-
hanson Companies announced a distribution 
agreement for the European markets based 
on an expanded agreement between Arrow 
and Johanson adding the European and Asia-
Pacific regions to the existing cooperation. 

The Johanson Companies, which include 
Johanson Dielectrics, Johanson Technology 
and Advanced Monolythic Ceramics, offer 
specialized products that will enable Arrow 
to provide leading technology solutions to 
customers. Its X2Y capacitors offer superior 
decoupling and EMI filtering performance 
and can replace multiple components, saving 
board space and reducing assembly costs. 
This patented technology, together with 
Johanson’s high-voltage MLCC (multilayer 
ceramic chip) products, RF (radio frequency) 
capacitors, RF inductors and RF integrated 
passive components, as well as Advanced 
Monolythic Ceramics’ custom military and in-
dustrial offerings, complement Arrow’s major 
semiconductor lines.  

“Johanson is a leading supplier of high-
quality, customized solutions that are a good 
fit with Arrow’s other product offerings,” said 
Jan Salsgiver, Executive Vice President Ar-

www.arrow.com

Arrow Electronics EMEASA and Johanson Announce 
Distribution Agreement

Jan Salsgiver, Executive Vice President 
Arrow EMEASA and Corporate Vice Presi-
dent Supplier Marketing.

PPM Receives 
Distributor of the 
Year Award from 
TDK-Lambda UK

TDK-Lambda has selected PPM as its UK 
Distributor of the Year for the second time in 
succession. The award reflects PPM’s contin-
ued high-level 
support and design-in activity during 2009 
with some significant new design wins for 
TDK-Lambda’s Genesys™ range of program-
mable power supplies.

Commenting on the award, Steve Read, 
Sales Manager at TDK-Lambda UK, says: 
“PPM has a deep understanding of the op-
eration and capabilities of the TDK-Lambda 
product lines. This award recognises their 
outstanding achievement throughout the year, 
providing first line support for our high-power 
products (300W and above), which include 
programmable, bulk and front-end power sup-
plies.” 

Adam Rawicz, Managing Director of TDK-
Lambda EMEA, presents Philip Surman, 
Business Development Manager for PPM’s 
Test and Instrumentation Division, with the 
Distributor of the Year award in recognition 
of PPM’s high-level support and design-in 
activity in the UK over the last year.

www.uk.tdk-lambda.com

Coming in the October Issue
“Special Report - Freight and Transportation”

The October issue of PSDE, both print & online editions, features a special report on Freight and 
Transportation. The vital transport links of road, rail, air and sea are increasingly driven or controlled by 
devices from the power electronics industry.

Areas covered include:
• MOSFETs, IGBTs and Power Modules
• Motor drives and controls
• Battery technology & chargers
• Safety equipment
• Control equipment
• Sensors
• Power transmission equipment

www.powersystemsdesign.com

whole model line-up, from 750W to 15kW.  
Scalability up to 60kW is a major attraction 
and with 1000A from the standard 3U pack-
age, we can address some very demanding 
applications.”

“For systems engineers and designers, 
being able to port software easily is a key ad-
vantage. Keeping a familiar interface breeds 
confidence in users – they know what they 
are going to get.” adds Surman. 

http://www.electrocube.com
http://www.powersystemsdesign.com
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engineering, drives, power electronics, 
power generation, and instrumenta-
tion and control, SMP supplies induc-
tive components for frequencies up 
to 200kHz and current ratings up to 
1000 Amperes. These components of-
fer a high energy storage capacity in a 
compact and cost-conscious design as 
well as reduced losses and good EMC 
characteristics. All products are RoHS- 
and REACH-compliant and the materials 
used are UL-listed. To allow for a wide 
range of specifications, components can 
be made to all common international 
standards.

In addition to low losses, components 
in power converters are required to have 
low-intensity stray fields. SMP chokes 
achieve this through an encapsulated 
design. This offers the advantage that 
other components can be placed in 
close vicinity to the chokes without the 
risk of magnetic interaction. Compact 
choke design is another important 
aspect. In comparison to conventional 
designs, SMP chokes occupy 25% less 
space. 

The chokes are maintenance-free 
and have a long lifespan – a significant 
contribution to reducing the expensive 
maintenance of wind turbines. SMP 
chokes have also been tested and ap-
proved for use in offshore installations. 

For use in photovoltaics, railway 

To meet the ever more demand-
ing requirements of the modern 
Power Grid, SMP, a developer and 

manufacturer of inductive components 
and magnetically soft materials, cores 
and mouldings, has developed high-
performance, low-loss chokes for invert-
ers in wind turbines. These vital induc-
tive components feature low losses, 
very low stray fields, a highly compact 
design, and energy efficiency for the 
power inverters based on these chokes. 
SMP uses core materials made of 
powder composites that are specifically 
engineered for each individual applica-
tion. 

The direct current from the modules 
must be converted into a sinusoidal 
waveform with the values required by 
the power grid. The converter’s filters, 
which consist of capacitors and filter 
chokes, ensure that the current being 
fed into the grid exhibits a near sinusoi-
dal waveform.

Developed by SMP especially for in-
verters used in wind turbines, the ma-
terials used have low magnetostriction 
and exceptionally low eddy current 
and hysteresis losses. This means that 
the inverters in which they are used 
are highly efficient, so that a larger 
proportion of the generated power can 
be fed back into the grid.  This results 
in a faster return on investments. The 
profitability of a wind turbine is directly 
related to the efficiency of the invert-
ers, which, in turn, is determined by 
the energy efficiency of the compo-
nents used. Manufacturers pay very 
close attention to the components’ 
efficiency, which must be as high as 
possible.

Energy-Efficient 
Chokes for Inverters in 

Wind Turbines

www.smp.de

htp://www.ridleyengineering.com
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A harmonic grid symbiosis

it would be possible to exploit fluc-
tuations in the spot price for electricity 
from the grid owners. The EV would be 
provided with a driving plan in order to 
ensure that that the battery is charged 
when it needs to drive and is discon-
nected from the grid. Whilst connected 
to the grid the EV will be able to obtain 
information on current price structures 
(price versus time).

With that information in the system the 
EV can buy electricity when the price is 
low and sell it back to the grid when the 
price is high. EV owners will be able to 
drive at very low energy costs, or pos-
sibly even at zero net cost for energy.

It is clear that an exciting concept 
like this is enabled first and foremost by 
Power Electronics. As such, and as can 
be seen above it will have a significant 
impact on growth in our industry if suc-
cessful.

The energy sector’s increasing de-
pendence on power electronics does, 
however, place major responsibilities on 
the shoulders of our industry, not least 
of which is that we will have to deliver 
products that will live up to the high 
standards of the automotive industry 
and the energy sector.

Further ahead lies the challenge of 
getting the cost of the batteries down to 
competitive levels – if we imagine that 
all lawnmowers, forklifts, bikes, motor-
bikes, EV’s etc. are fitted with grid con-
nected batteries, then we would have 
ample storage capacity and we would 
have no problems reaching very ambi-
tious CO2 reduction goals.

Firstly, electric vehicles need a propul-
sion system typically in the 50+kW 
power range. Secondly, a charger will 
be needed to convert electricity from 
the grid to the battery, and, if necessary 
back again. Such a charger would need 
to be of a fast-charging type in order 
to take advantage of the dynamic price 
differentiation that will be a feature of 
the smart-grids of the future. A charger 
would clearly need to be of a very high 
efficiency in order to keep storage costs 
to a minimum.

Further demand for Power Electronics 
will come from the generators of renew-
able electricity as the limits have been 
removed. The main beneficiary from a 
concept such as this is the environment. 
However, EV owners will also have the 
opportunity to generate cash returns in 
the process.

By applying intelligence to the charger 

Sun, Wind and the 
Electric Vehicle

By Claus A. Petersen, Vice President & General Manager, Danfoss Silicon Power GmbH

In 1931 Thomas Edison wrote: 

“We are like tenant farmers chopping 
down the fence around our house for 
fuel when we should be using Nature’s 
inexhaustible sources of energy — sun, 
wind and tide. ... What a source of power! 
I hope we don't have to wait until oil and 
coal run out before we tackle that.”

With more than 20% of its total elec-
tricity consumption now provided by 
wind turbines, Denmark has reached 
a point where the marginal benefit of 
producing more electricity from renew-
able sources such as the sun, wind and 
waves is declining.

The main reason for this is that elec-
tricity produced when the sun shines, 
the wind blows and the tides move 
cannot be aligned with demand. With no 
storage possibilities in the grid, we have 
even reached the paradoxical situation 
where producers of wind power can 
incur severe cost penalties for overpro-
duction of clean, green energy.

However, despite all this, Denmark 
retains the ambition of producing even 
more of its electricity from renewable 
sources. To reconcile the apparent 
contradiction of having reached a ceiling 
of supply whilst still wanting to produce 
more electricity from renewables, Den-
mark will become a test country for a new 
concept in energy storage. The concept is 
based on the idea that a large number of 
Electric Vehicles (EV) fitted with Lithium-
ion batteries would represent a significant 
storage capacity for electricity.

This new challenge opens up a host of 
new opportunities for Power Electronics. www.danfoss.com www.imsresearch.com

by utilities’ desire to reduce peak load 
consumption and ‘flatten’ electricity 
demand throughout the day. There are 
now many consumer products available 
that allow householders to monitor 
the energy consumption of different 
appliances. 

Home energy usage monitoring 
will probably not be restricted to just 
smart meters. GE recently announced 
that through a partnership with 
Tendril it may release ‘smart’ home 
appliances (e.g. dryers, heaters, 
dishwashers, air conditioners, etc.) 
that can communicate with the grid 
and effectively allow utilities to control 
when they are switched on and off to 
manage peak loads. Consumers would 
sign up to such a service and in return 
receive discounted energy bills. Whether 
enough consumers would be attracted 
to such a deal remains to be seen, and 
much would depend on the scale of the 
inconvenience versus the cost benefits 
to the householder. With around 500 
million major appliances shipped every 
year, and an installed base of many 
billions, it is little wonder that appliance 
and component companies are showing 
keen interest.

 
One other important aspect of the 

smart grid is the inclusion of solar and 
wind applications as both a major 
source of energy generation, and also 
for controlling and monitoring the grid. 
Distributed energy generation, made 
possible by PV and wind power, allows 
micro-grids to be continually monitored. 

It is clear that whatever the precise 
meaning of the term smart grid, 
it implies huge change within the 
electricity generation and distribution 
industry over the coming decades; 
change that has not been seen for the 
last 50 years. This will present massive 
opportunities across a range of different 
industries, creating both “winners” and 
“losers” for the 21st century.

What is the Smart Grid?

“Smart Grid” has become a real 
buzzword within the power 
electronics press, within the industry 

as a whole, and even in government 
circles. However, when asked what the 
phrase actually means, many industry 
participants or commentators give fairly 
vague or even contradictory responses. 
The difficulty is that there is no fixed 
definition for this term, so players from 
different sectors of the industry interpret 
it in slightly different ways. 

So, what is meant by the term 
smart grid? Some view it as a way of 
describing a more intelligent method 
of managing and distributing energy. 
Others define it as the integration of 
renewable energy sources into the grid, 
or the creation of so-called micro-grids. 
A third group think of the smart grid 
as an intelligent way to monitor and 
measure the use of energy inside homes 
and businesses and dynamically adapt 
usage to reduce costs.

Recently, the U.S. Department of 
Energy attempted to define a smart 
grid as one that has the following seven 
characteristics. 

• Self-heals from power disturbance 
events

• Enables active participation by 
consumers in demand response

• Operates resiliently against physical 
and cyber attack

• Provides power quality for 21st 
century needs

• Accommodates all generation and 
storage options

• Enables new products, services, and 
markets

• Optimizes assets and operating 
efficiently

Using this definition implies that smart 
grid covers a huge range of issues, 
products and technologies, and really 
implies that the term “smart grid” refers 
to an entire overhaul of the electricity 
generation and distribution industry. 
Regardless of the lack of industry 

consensus on what the smart grid 
really is, it is clear that major changes 
to the way we generate, distribute and 
use electricity will occur in the coming 
decade or two.

Earlier this year, the US Government 
pledged some $4.5 billion from its 
economic stimulus plan to promote the 
development of the smart grid, calling 
for millions of new smart meters to be 
deployed nationwide and putting in 
place a National Coordinator for “Smart 
Grid Interoperability”. North America 
has always led smart meter deployment, 
with over 5 million advanced electricity 
meters installed in 2008 (around 55% of 
the global total).

According to IMS Research’s latest 
analysis, global smart meter shipments 
with two-way communications are 
predicted to grow by 34% per annum 
on average over the next 3 years, 
highlighting some of the opportunities 
that exist.

The strong growth in two-way smart 
meters comes as utilities attempt 
to provide better information to 
their customers about their energy 
consumption and associated cost. 
This is driven both by legislation and 

By Ash Sharma, Research Director, Power & Energy Group, IMS Research
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By Dr. Ray Ridley, Ridley Engineering

Introduction
In this article, Dr. Ridley continues the 

topic of frequency response measure-
ments for switching power supplies. This 
seventh article discusses the approach 
of trying to use step-load testing to 
estimate stability and design the control 
loop. 

Step Load Testing
In the last six articles in this series, the 

importance of frequency response mea-
surements has been shown. Yet it is still 
a fact that many power supply designers 
do not make proper loop gain mea-
surements needed for fast and reliable 
designs. The reasons are varied—lack of 
time, knowledge, or budget to purchase 
the right kind of equipment. 

Many old-timers in the industry claim 
that they can see all the characteristics 
necessary by just looking at the step-

load transient response, and that there 
is no need to make loop measurements 
at all. This misconception can often 
lead to expensive errors in design, long 
and expensive time delays in product 
development, and instability in the 
field.

In these next two articles, we will 
examine the approach of using step-
load responses to see how it does not 
guarantee proper design of the feed-
back compensation. 

Power Supply Transient Response
If a feedback loop has inadequate 

phase margin, it will result in a system 
that has complex poles in its transfer 
functions. There are numerous text 

Frequency Response of 
Switching Power Supplies – 

Part 7
In this article, Dr. Ridley continues the topic of frequency response measurements for switching 

power supplies. This seventh article discusses the approach of trying to use step-load testing to 

estimate stability and design the control loop.

Step-load transient testing
books you can read on 
this topic, relating phase 
margin of systems to 
pole locations, but the 
math involved is beyond 
the scope of this article. 
Complex poles can also 
result from an under-
damped system, even 
without the presence of 
feedback. 

Figure 1 shows a step 
load transient response 
for three different power 
converters. The wave-
forms of Figure 1 show 
damped oscillations with 
different amplitudes and 
frequencies. The first 
converter, a boost sup-
ply with current-mode 
control, has a 1.4 kHz 
oscillation. The second, a 
buck converter with voltage-mode con-
trol, has a 4 kHz oscillatory response, 
and the third, a flyback with current-
mode, a 5 kHz response. 

Proponents of transient response test-
ing will immediately tell you that each of 
these converters has inadequate phase 
margin. Transient responses can cer-
tainly predict this. At the crossover fre-
quency of the loop, we can even extract 
the actual phase margin estimate from 
the duration of the ringing, or from its 
damping coefficient obtained by observ-
ing the waveforms. Unfortunately, while 
the transient response gives us a single 
data point of the loop gain (the 0 dB, or 
crossover point), and information about 
the phase at that point, it does NOT tell 
us what to do next. 

For each of the first three examples, 
the solutions to make the loop stable 
differ. Although the three responses are 
similar, the strategies for redesigning 

the loops are different for each of these 
cases. 

Case #1 – Too Much Gain
In this article, we’ll look at a case 

where transient response testing might 
actually work well. Whenever we see 
oscillations, it is a common approach to 
reduce the gain of the loop, hoping that 
the phase margin improves sufficiently 
to stabilize the system. 

Figure 2a shows the initial transient 
response, with a 1.4 kHz oscillation. A 
reduction in gain of the loop by a factor 
of two results in the waveform of Figure 
2b. The reduction in gain is sufficient 
to stabilize the system. But how do we 
know that the system has been opti-
mized? There is no way to assess this 
without looking at the loop gain directly.

Looking at the loop gains of Figure 
3 gives us much more insight into this 
simple case. The green curve shows 

the original gain, the 
red curve shows the 
decreased gain. The 
phase margins at the 
crossover frequencies 
give us the characteristic 
transient response. For 
the red curve, looking at 
both lower and higher 
frequencies, we can see 
that the loop is closer 
to optimum. The gain 
decreases uniformly with 
about a -20 dB slope af-
ter the crossover, and at 
the same time, the phase 
drops quickly. This is in-
dicative of a system with 
a RHP zero, and there is 
little we can do to change 
the compensation for this 
system. 

The value of looking at 
the loop gain directly is that we get full 
information at all frequencies, not just 
the crossover frequency. In this case, we 
see that the gain at frequencies below 
the crossover increase to a high level. 
This provides optimum noise rejection 
at these frequencies, and excellent dc 
regulation of the output voltage. 

Summary 
Step-load testing can give information 

about stability, but no direct guidance 
on how to correct the system. In the first 
example given in this article, a simple 
reduction in gain is sufficient to stabilize 
the system, and measurement of the 
loop gain shows that this is a reason-
able approach. In the next article, it will 
be shown that a reduction of gain does 
not fix the stability issue, and the step-
load testing cannot shed any light on 
how to proceed with a proper design.

www.ridleyengineering.com

 Figure 1: Transient Load Response of Three Different 
Converters.

Figure 2: Transient Load Response of Boost Converter (a) Before and (b) After Gain Reduction.

  Figure 3: Loop Gain and Phase of the Boost Converter.
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from photovoltaic panels and 
to minimize the cost of manag-
ing the site. The new Smartpack 
Controller module is a big step 
forward in both of these areas for 
carriers that are breaking ground 
with this new technology.”

Generator Control
In order to minimize the diesel 

generator fuel consumption on 
a hybrid diesel/solar site, the 
Smartpack Controller utilizes 
calculated backup capacity 
data and optional time delay 
to give start/stop signals to the 
generator. This both minimizes 
the operation time for the gen-
set and at the same time maxi-
mizes its efficiency. 

This functionality can also be adapted 
for use with fuel cells as an alternative 
to diesel generators.

Forced charging can be triggered by 
daily time schedule, monthly periodical 
run time and emergency charge based 
on fast battery voltage drops. Charge 
mode during generator run is selectable 
between normal temperature compen-
sated float charge and boost charge.

The Smartpack Controller is now 
generally available from Eltek Valere’s 
worldwide sales force.

Reported by Cliff Keys, Editor-in-Chief, PSDE

system. This latest generation controller 
features digital and analog inputs, ability 
to add extra input/output modules and 
individual battery monitoring.

Solar Energy Features
The Smartpack Controller has special-

ized solar power monitoring features 
such as warnings for shaded/dirty solar 
panels and energy monitoring. An inte-
grated energy logging feature can also 
monitor the power supplied from solar 
panels through the charger, as well as 
other sources like standard rectifiers sup-
plied from a generator or from the utility. 

Morton explained, “The keys to suc-
cessful use of solar power in telecom net-
works are to maximize the power obtained 

Eltek Valere is advancing 
its goal of becoming the 
greenest power supplier in 

the industry through innovative 
power solutions, product quality 
and customer support. Head-
quartered in Drammen, Norway, 
Eltek Valere offers end-to-end 
power solutions for mobile and 
fixed-line network infrastructure 
and industrial applications.

The company is a leader in 
green, high-efficiency power 
technology and has recently 
announced a new power sys-
tem controller that is custom-
ized to bring extensive power 
system and back up power 
control to solar-powered wire-
less and wireline telecommuni-
cations networks.

The Smartpack Controller has new 
features to be used with the company’s 
Flatpack2 HE Solar charger in solar and 
hybrid diesel-solar power applications.  
It also can be used in standard telecom-
munications power applications based 
on Eltek Valere’s Minipack, Flatpack 2 
and Flatpack 2 HE rectifiers.  

The Smartpack features a controller-
area network (CAN) bus interface that 
provides a single point of monitoring 
for the DC power system, solar and 
diesel generator (gen-set), allowing a 
remote administrator one common point 
of management for the entire power 

New Eltek Valere 
Smartpack Controller

I talked with Morten Schoyen, Eltek Valere’s Chief Marketing Officer about the company’s new module which 

offers enhanced solar management functionality and can also manage conventional power rectifiers.

Improves management, efficiency of 
solar-powered telco networks

www.eltekvalere.com

Smartpack and Solar panel.

management platform to address the 
next-generation needs of power prod-
ucts,” said Sagar Pushpala, Senior Vice 
President Worldwide Operations and 
Technology, at Intersil. “Tower provides 
best-in-class BCD process technology 
which enables Intersil to offer highly-
differentiated power management and 
non-volatile memory solutions.”  

When I talked with Sagar, he explained 
that the relationship with Jazz, now Tow-
er-Jazz has been working successfully 
for some time. With Intersil’s profound 
richness in IP together with the unique 
technology of Tower-Jazz, this new col-
laboration will help Intersil to develop the 
industry’s highest performance power 
products at competitive costs. 

Commenting on the signing of the 
MOU, Russell Ellwanger, Tower CEO 
said, “Intersil offers quality, high-
performance analog ICs and we are 
excited that a proven leader in power 
management has chosen us as their 
partner and placed their trust in our 
technology and roadmap to co-develop 
and manufacture their next-generation 
power platform. Together, we will en-
able faster design cycles and cost-
effective designs which will be very 
advantageous for Intersil’s customers.  
We look forward to a fruitful and long-
term relationship.”

Reported by Cliff Keys, Editor-in-Chief, PSDE

ships across a wide set of process 
technologies that could bring additional 
business to both companies.

Tower’s Bipolar-CMOS-DMOS (BCD) 
power process offering is highly modu-
lar and includes a unique Y-Flash zero 
mask adder non-volatile memory (NVM) 
solution which will enable Intersil to 
boost performance up and keep costs 
down. Combined with Intersil’s power 
management design and process 
capabilities, this new process will go 
beyond its base platform to specifically 
address the requirements of multiple 
Intersil product families including digital 
power, PWM controllers and PMICs for 
a broad set of end user markets such 
as consumer, computing, communica-
tions, industrial and automotive.  

“We are very pleased to extend our 
long-standing partnership to jointly 
develop a robust and innovative power 

Intersil Corporation and Tower Semi-
conductor, Ltd., a leading global spe-
cialty foundry, have announced they 

will work together to develop a new 
high-performance power management 
specialty process technology platform.  
A Memorandum of Understanding 
(MOU) has been signed by the compa-
nies which shall be followed by a formal 
agreement. 

The multi-year agreement will combine 
Tower’s technology expertise with Inter-
sil’s design and process technology ca-
pabilities to provide Intersil with a power-
ful and innovative platform, accelerating 
its power management product growth 
to address next-generation require-
ments. Intersil will utilize the platform to 
manufacture its leading-edge power ICs 
in Tower’s state-of-the-art 200mm facility 
in Migdal Ha’emek, Israel. 

According to Gartner’s Forecast for 
Power Management ICs Worldwide, 
2007 - 2012, power management devic-
es will continue to be the fastest growth 
segment of any analog IC category. 
iSuppli reports the power management 
IC market is expected to grow from 
$10.3 Billion in 2009 to $14.6 Billion in 
2013, a CAGR of 9.1%.

Intersil already has an established 
relationship with Jazz Semiconductor, 
Tower’s wholly owned subsidiary, utiliz-
ing previous generation power manage-
ment platforms. This new collaboration 
will enable further engineering relation-

Intersil and Tower 
Semiconductor Sign MOU
I talked with Sagar Pushpala, Senior Vice President, Worldwide Operations and Technology, Intersil, and 

Russell Ellwanger, CEO, Tower Semiconductor, about the new agreement - and just what it would bring to 

the power industry. Both companies have achieved outstanding performance in their respective fields. This 

should be one agreement to watch for developments in the future.

Next-generation power management platform

Sagar Pushpala (left), Senior Vice 
President Worldwide Operations and 
Technology, Intersil. Russell Ellwanger 
(right), CEO, Tower Semiconductor.

www.intersil.com

www.towersemi.com

www.jazzsemi.com
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simple but unique input voltage regu-
lation loop circuitry delivers virtually 
the same charging efficiency as more 
complex and expensive Maximum Peak 
Power Tracking (MPPT) techniques.” 

The LT3652 accepts a wide range of 
inputs from 4.95V to 32V with a 40V ab-
solute maximum rating for added sys-
tem margin. The input voltage regula-
tion loop also allows optimized charging 
from poorly regulated sources where 
the input can collapse under overcur-

Reported by Cliff Keys, Editor-in-Chief, PSDE

guidance signage…Steve even told me 
about a waste crushing machine ap-
plication which operated throughout the 
night!

The LT3652 features an innovative 
input voltage regulation loop, which 
controls charge current to hold the input 
voltage at a programmed level. When 
the LT3652 is connected to a solar 
panel, the input regulation loop main-
tains the panel at peak output power. 
According to Steve, “The LT3652’s 

This new innovation, from the 
company whose business model 
many others try to emulate, will 

for sure be a big hit in the fast growing 
non-utility industries including remote 
metering, roadside speed and safety 
warnings, and emergency telephones.  
Currently, these applications run from a 
relatively small 600mm x 600mm (25W) 
solar panel by day and from a battery 
during the night. The power electronics 
in many of these existing installations 
is not optimized for efficiency and is 
often a discrete solution requiring 
a tricky set-up and maintenance 
which increases costs for the 
manufacturer, operator and there-
fore, the customer.

With this high-performance yet 
simple device, the engineer just 
needs to set it, and then forget it. 
It’s really as easy as that. It copes 
with all current battery technolo-
gies and probably those of the 
future. Efficiency is consistently 
over a staggering 95%. There 
are no complex microcontrollers 
to fight with; it’s all done inside 
this prime example of engineer-
ing elegance at its best. The 
applications for this device are 
vast. Although the main ones 
were mentioned earlier, the list 
goes on; pedestrian road cross-
ings, navigation buoys, public 

Breakthrough 2A Solar 
Battery Charger

I talked recently with Tony Armstrong, Linear’s Director of Product Marketing for the Power Products 

Group, and Steve Pietkiewicz, Vice President and General Manager of Power Products, about the 

company’s new industry-beating solar power directed monolithic buck battery charger IC for all modern 

battery chemistries, the LT3652.

Matches peak power tracking with simple 
control loop

Figure 1: 32V (40V max), 2A Solar Powerable Multi-Chemistry Charger.

rent conditions. It charges a 
variety of battery pack configu-
rations, including 1 to 3. 

Li-Ion / Polymer cells in 
series, 1 to 4 LiFePO4 (Lithium 
Iron Phosphate) cells in series 
and sealed lead acid (SLA) bat-
teries up to 14.4V. Applications 
include solar powered systems, 
12V to 24V automotive equip-
ment and battery chargers. 

Input Supply Voltage Regu-
lation

The LT3652 contains a volt-
age monitor pin that enables 
programming a minimum 
operational voltage. Connect-
ing a resistor divider from VIN to 
the VIN_REG pin enables programming of 
minimum input supply voltage, typically 
used to program the peak power volt-
age for a solar panel. Maximum charge 
current is reduced when the VIN_REG pin 
is below the regulation threshold of 2.7V. 

If an input supply cannot provide 
enough power to satisfy the require-
ments of an LT3652 charger, the sup-
ply voltage will collapse. A minimum 
operating supply voltage can thus be 
programmed by monitoring the supply 
through a resistor divider, such that the 
desired minimum voltage corresponds 
to 2.7V at the VIN_REG pin. The LT3652 
servos the maximum output charge cur-
rent to maintain the voltage on VIN_REG 
at or above 2.7V. Programming of the 
desired minimum voltage is accom-
plished by connecting a resistor divider 
as shown in Figure 2. 

The ratio of RIN1/RIN2 for a desired 
minimum voltage (VIN(MIN)) is:

RIN1/RIN2 = (VIN(MIN) / 2.7) – 1

If the voltage regulation feature is not 

used, connect the VIN_REG pin to VIN.

MPPT Temperature Compensation
A typical solar panel is comprised of a 

number of series-connected cells, each 
cell being a forward-biased p-n junc-
tion. As such, the open-circuit voltage 
(VOC) of a solar cell has

a temperature coefficient that is simi-
lar to a common p-n diode, or about –
2mV/°C. The peak power point voltage 
(VMP) for a crystalline solar panel can 
be approximated as a fixed voltage be-
low VOC, so the temperature coefficient 
for the peak power point is similar to 
that of VOC.

Panel manufacturers typically specify 
the 25°C values for VOC, VMP, and the 
temperature coefficient for VOC, making 
determination of the temperature coef-
ficient for VMP of a typical panel very 
straightforward.

The LT3652 employs a feedback 
network to program the VIN input 
regulation voltage. Manipulation of the 
network makes for efficient implemen-

www.linear.com
Figure 2: Resistor Divider Sets 
Minimum VIN.

Figure 3: Temperature Characteristics for Solar Panel 
Output Voltage.

Figure 4: MPPT Temperature 
Compensation Network.

tation of various temperature 
compensation schemes for a 
maximum peak power track-
ing (MPPT) application. As the 
temperature characteristic for a 
typical solar panel VMP voltage 
is highly linear, a simple solution 
for tracking that characteristic 
can be implemented using an 
LM234 3-terminal temperature 
sensor. This creates an easily 
programmable, linear tempera-
ture dependent characteristic.

In the circuit shown in figure 4,

RIN1 = –RSET • (TC • 4405), and
RIN2 = RIN1/({[VMP (25°C) + RIN1 • 

(0.0674/RSET)]/VIN_REG} – 1)
Where: TC = temperature 

coefficient (in V/°C), and VMP (25°C) = 
maximum power voltage at 25°C

 
With the LT3652’s charge current pro-

grammable up to 2A, this stand-alone 
battery charger requires no external 
microcontroller, and features user-
selectable termination, including C/10 
or an onboard timer. The device’s 1MHz 
fixed switching frequency enables small 
solution sizes. Float voltage feedback 
accuracy is specified at ±0.5%, charge 
current accuracy is ±5% and C/10 
detection accuracy is ±2.5%. Once 
charging is terminated, the LT3652 au-
tomatically enters a low current standby 
mode, which reduces the input supply 
current to 85µA. In shutdown, the input 
bias current is reduced to 15µA. For 
autonomous charge control, an auto-
recharge feature starts a new charging 
cycle if the battery voltage falls 2.5% 
below the programmed float voltage. 

The LT3652 is available in a low-
profile (0.75mm) 12-pin 3mm x 3mm 
DFN package, and is offered in both 
E and I grade versions, guaranteed 
from –40°C to 125°C. Pricing starts at 
$3.05 and $3.36 each, respectively in 
1,000-piece quantities.
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The Power Behind the 
New Grid

ing grid itself – has fueled the clamor for 
a modernized grid.

The result will be a grid that is largely 
automated across the power system, 
applying greater intelligence to operate, 
monitor and even heal itself. The new 
smart grid will be more flexible, more re-
liable and better able to serve the needs 
of a digital economy.

Modernizing today’s transmission & 
distribution system

Grid modernization is inevitable. The emerging smart grid will consist of more than one breakthrough 

technology, and the benefits of making it a reality extend far beyond the power system itself. Behind the race 

to define the new smart grid is an emerging set of intuitive, interactive power systems and technologies.

By Tammy Zucco, Strategic Marketing Manager, ABB Smart Grid Operations, and Bill Rose, 

Communications Manager, ABB Power Systems and Power Products, North America.

Many engineers in the utility 
power systems industry today 
are already painfully aware 

of the need to modernize our existing 
transmission and distribution system.

Power equipment designed to last 
25-30 years has long outlived its lifespan 
and raised new concerns about energy 
efficiency, reliability, even blackouts. 
The power grid as we know it today was 
never designed to do what we are now 
asking it to do on a daily basis.

This is especially true in light of 
today’s increasing demand for renew-
able energies. Most of our power 
infrastructure was installed long before 
the restructuring of wholesale electricity 
markets, and before the proliferation of 
utility-scale wind and solar farms and 
other distributed resources.

In the meantime, energy consumption 
has soared, and while investment in T&D 
has increased in recent years, it still lags 
behind the pace of growing demand.

The answer appears to be the much-
hyped but often misunderstood “smart 
grid” (or, “smarter grid”). Essentially, this 
up-and-coming smart grid equates to 
the modernization and automation of 
the entire transmission and distribution 

system – and all of the power systems 
and components – from generation to 
end use.

The mass convergence of many 
factors – new political momentum, a 
massive new stimulus package, ris-
ing energy consumption, concerns for 
cyber-security and the environment, the 
push for alternative energy, and the ag-

The problem with our existing 
power grid

Given the level of reliability we are 
accustomed to both in North America 
and Europe, it’s easy to overlook the 
unattractive truth that investments in our 
power system have long been outpaced 
by the demands we place upon it. While 
transmission spending, for example, has 
increased in recent years, it still lags the 
pace of increasing energy consumption.  
According to one Morgan Stanley analy-
sis, power outages cost the U.S. economy 
between $25 and $180 billion every year.

The grid is also not performing at the 
same level it was decades ago. Energy 
losses in the transmission and distribu-
tion system nearly doubled from five 
percent in 1970 to 9.5 percent in 2001.  
There is also a considerable security risk 
in the design of the grid with centralized 
generation plants serving distant loads 
over long transmission lines. However, 
adding more distributed generation 
and in particular variable sources like 
wind and solar present new operational 
challenges. It has become apparent that 
the grid we know today is insufficient to 
serve us in the future.

Traits that make the power grid 
“smart”

There is a great deal of variation within 

the power industry and outside it as to 
what exactly should be included under 
the idea of a smart grid. Ask a room full 
of utility professionals to define the term 
and you’re likely to get a wide range 
of answers. Similarly, most consumers 
would likely think of smart meters or 
home automation, but this is really just 
the tip of the iceberg.

A fully developed smart grid con-

cept goes far beyond smart meters.  
It includes technologies at both the 
transmission and distribution level, 
and extends to both IT hardware and 
software such as monitoring and control 
systems as well as primary equipment 
like transformers and relays.

ABB defines the smart grid by its ca-
pabilities and operational characteristics 
across the power spectrum, rather than 

Figure 1: The diagrams above illustrate this shift. On the left, we see today’s hierarchical power system, which looks much like an 
organizational chart with the large generator at the top and consumers at the bottom. The diagram on the right shows a network 
structure characteristic of the fully realized smart grid.

Current Grid Smart  Grid

Communications None or one-way; 
typically not real-time

- Two-way, real-time

Customer interaction Limited Extensive

Metering Electromechanical Digital (enabling real-time 
pricing and net metering)

Operation and
maintenance 

Manual equipment checks, 
time-based maintenance

Remote monitoring, predictive, 
condition-based maintenance

Generation Centralized Centralized and distributed

Power flow control Limited Comprehensive, automated

Reliability Prone to failures and 
cascading outages; 
essentially reactive

Automated, pro-active 
protection; prevents outages 
before they start

Restoration following
disturbance 

Manual Self-healing

System topology Radial; generally one-way 
power flow

Network; multiple power flow
pathways 

Adapted from Research Reports International

Figure 2: A new modular substation, built by ABB in Colorado for a major U.S. 
utility. Substation automation using IEC 61850 standards will help utilities better 
monitor equipment on the new smart grid.
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• Voltage control through reactive 
power compensation and the broader 
application of power electronics increas-
es transmission capacity of existing 
lines and improves the resiliency of the 
power system as a whole

• Asset Data Management deals with 
emerging grid issues such as the aging 
infrastructure, loss of personnel and 
expertise, and cost-reduction pressures.

• Distribution Automation for Back-
Feed Network Power Restoration 
provides self-healing in the distribution 
network through an online method for au-
tomated power restoration applications.

• High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) 
and HVDC Light systems utilize cable for 
long-distance transmission systems that 
are compact and effective, require low 
maintenance and are environmentally 
friendly. HVDC Light systems are often 
used for long-distance underground or 
undersea transmission. (See Figure 4) 

• Energy storage battery applications 
enable long-term energy storage for 
use in times of peak demand or natural 
disruptions

• Flexible AC Transmission Systems 
(FACTS), a power electronic system of 
devices, enhances reliability by making 
transmission lines more resilient and 
less vulnerable to system disturbances.  
FACTS also greatly increase the capac-
ity of transmission lines, making them 
far more efficient.  

grid based on a network rather than a 
hierarchical structure.  

Just as the internet has driven media 
from a one-to-many paradigm to a 
many-to-many arrangement, so too will 
the smart grid enable a similar shift in 
the flow of electricity. 

  
Standards and interoperability

Interoperability – the capacity for 
devices from various manufacturers to 
work together – is vital to the realiza-
tion of a network-based smart grid, and 
the key to interoperability is standards.  
Indeed, the entire smart grid proposi-
tion is predicated on open communica-
tions between the “smart” devices using 
common protocols. DNP3, for example, 
is a widely used communications proto-
col in substation applications and is the 
de facto standard in North America.  

IEC 61850 is an international “open 
source” alternative to DNP3 and other 
proprietary protocols that has been 
adopted rapidly since its introduction.  
However, for various reasons it has not 
penetrated the North American market 
to the same degree as in other parts 
of the world. Other standards will be 
integral to smart grid deployments of 
various kinds.

For example, there is broad agree-
ment that the grid of the future will 

by any one technology. Deployment of 
smart grid technologies will occur over a 
long period of time and will add succes-
sive layers of functionality and capability 
onto existing equipment and systems.  
New technologies are the foundation, 
but they are only a means to an end.  
This intelligent grid should be defined by 
broader characteristics.

ABB’s list of smart grid criteria is 
similar to a recent U.S. Department 
of Energy list of criteria, though ABB 
focuses more on broad characteristics 
rather than specific functions.  Under 
this model, the smart grid is:

• Predictive, in terms of applying 
operational data to equipment mainte-
nance practices and even identifying 
potential outages before they occur

• Adaptive, with less reliance on 
operators, particularly in responding 
rapidly to changing conditions

• Interactive between customers and 
markets

• Integrated, in terms of real-time 
communications and control functions 

• Optimized to maximize reliability, 
availability, efficiency and economic per-
formance

• Secure from cyber-attacks, physical 
attacks and naturally occurring disrup-
tions

So, how does the smart grid differ 
from the one we know today? The table 
below provides a concise summary of 

some of the differences as they appear 
in various parts of the power delivery 
infrastructure.

From Hierarchy to Network
Today’s power systems are designed 

to support large generation plants that 
serve faraway consumers via a trans-
mission and distribution system that 
is essentially one-way. But tomorrow’s 
grid will need to be a two-way system 
where power generated by a multitude 
of small, distributed sources – in ad-
dition to large plants – flows across a 

feature far more distributed generation 
resources than today’s largely central-
ized system. One standard, IEEE 1547, 
addresses grid interconnection for 
distributed resources and the broader 
adoption of this standard will ease the 
development of more distributed gen-
eration resources.

The U.S. National Institute of Stan-
dards and Technology (NIST) has begun 
a process to identify and propagate key 
smart grid-related standards within the 
power industry. In the near term, how-
ever, it will be especially important for 
equipment vendors across the electric-
ity value chain to supply “multi-lingual” 
devices that can communicate using 
standardized protocols. Proprietary sys-
tems simply do not provide the flexibility 
required to achieve widespread adoption.

Everyone benefits
The transition to a fully implemented 

smart grid brings a host of benefits to a 
wide range of constituencies. 

• Grid operators and engineers will 
enjoy a quantum improvement in moni-
toring and control capabilities, enabling 
them to deliver a higher level of system 
reliability, even in the face of ever-grow-
ing demand

• Utilities will experience lower distri-
bution losses, deferred capital expendi-
tures and reduced maintenance costs

• Consumers will gain greater control 
over their energy costs, including gener-
ating their own power, while realizing the 
benefits of a more reliable energy supply

• The environment will benefit from 
reductions in peak demand, the prolifer-
ation of renewable power sources, and 
a corresponding reduction in emissions 
of CO2 as well as pollutants such as 
mercury.

Smart grid technologies in use 
today

Utility companies are already imple-
menting “smart” devices in various 
ways. Some examples of how smart 
technologies – and the practices they 
enable – can impact the operation and 
overall health of the grid, plus achieve 
multiple objectives simultaneously, in-
clude the following:

• Substation automation (SA) – utiliz-
ing international IEC 61850 standards 
for applications in utilities, industries, 

solar and wind farms – enables utilities 
to plan, monitor, and control equipment 
in a decentralized way, which in turn 
makes better use of maintenance bud-
gets and boosts reliability. (See Figure 2)

• Real-time situational awareness and 
analysis of the distribution system can 
drive improved system operational prac-
tices that will in turn improve reliability

• Fault location and isolation can 
speed recovery when outages do occur 
by allowing work crews to drastically 
narrow the search for a downed line  

• Smart Meters allow utility custom-
ers to participate in time-of-use pricing 
programs and have greater control over 
their energy usage and costs

• SCADA/EMS (Supervisory Control 
and Data Acquisition/Energy Manage-
ment System) supervises, controls, 
optimizes and manages generation and 
transmission systems

• SCADA/DMS (Distribution Manage-
ment System) performs the same func-
tions for power distribution networks

• Integrated SCADA/DMS/EMS puts 
more analysis and control functions in 
the hands of grid operators

• Wide Area Monitoring Systems 
(WAMS) collects and analyzes real-
time data throughout the power grid – 
enabling grid operators to detect the 
first signs of grid instability, prevent the 
spread of disturbances and avoid grid 
collapse. (See Figure 3) 

Figure 3: Wide Area Monitoring Systems (WAMS) and other advanced Network 
Management functions enable grid operators to proactively detect grid disturbances.

Figure 4: Today’s High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) for long-distance 
transmission systems -- and HVDC Light for underground/undersea transmission 
-- represent a key smart grid technology of the future.

Figure 5: Emerging smart grid transmission technologies are the key to linking 
renewable energy sources like solar, wind and water to the power grid and, 
ultimately, where people live and work.



• Static VAR Compensators (SVC’s) are part of the FACTS 
technology 
family designs that provide high-speed, grid-voltage support to 
continue the reliable operation of the electrical grid during elec-
trical disturbances. Installing SVC’s minimizes the need to run 
generation plants in close proximity to system loads, therefore 
limiting air pollutants and continuing to support the environmen-
tal improvement.

Of course this is not an exhaustive list.  Smart grid technolo-
gies similar to those used for voltage control, for example, are 
already being applied to bring power from wind farms to the 
local grid. In this way, the smart grid acts as an enabler for all 
forms of renewable generation. (See Figure 5)

Status of smart grid developments in the U.S. and Europe
All of these elements, from the economic to the environmen-

tal, are amplifying the need for the grid to evolve.  We need our 
power delivery infrastructure to do more, much more than it does 
today.  To meet the many challenges facing it, the grid needs an 
infusion of intelligence, most of all at the distribution level.

The first steps toward a fully realized smart grid are being 
taken now, and the potential investment is substantial.  EPRI 
estimates the market for smart grid related projects in the U.S. 
will be around $13 billion per year over the next twenty years. 
That comes in addition to an estimated $20 billion per year 
spent on transmission and distribution projects generally. More 
recently, a Morgan Stanley report analyzing the smart grid mar-
ket put current investment at $20 billion per year, increasing to 
over $100 billion per year by 2030.

Despite these remarkable forecasts, however, smart grid 
deployments still represent a major departure from current 
utility practices. For an industry with a time honored focus on 
reliability and certainty in the application of new technologies, 
the shift to smart grid presents a daunting challenge. However, 
some exciting projects are already underway.

ABB is working as part of a consortium in Germany to de-
velop a “minimum emissions region.” The MEREGIO project, as 
it is known, will integrate renewable, distributed generation and 
provide the grid operator with real-time information on condi-
tions across the grid. This will enable the operator to predict 
power flow, adapt rapidly to changing situations, send price sig-
nals to the consumer to encourage demand or restrain it if there 
is risk of a bottleneck, and create a regional energy market that 
incorporates end customers.

Conclusion
The transition from the grid we know today to the grid of 

tomorrow will be as profound as all of the advances in power 
systems over the last hundred years, but it will take place in 
just a fraction of that time. It will require a new level of coopera-
tion between electrical engineers, industry players, the public, 
and regulatory bodies that have such immediate influence over 
the direction the process will take. In the end, however, a fully-
realized, modernized smart grid will benefit everyone for years 
to come.

www.abb.com
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www.psim-europe.com

Co-Simulation:
JMAG® & Matlab/Simulink®

Accurate
Customizable
Easy to Use
Fast & Robust
Interactive Simulation

PSIM-JMAG User Conference
September 3-4, 2009

Aix-en-Provence - France
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Portable Power Management

Portable Efficiency 
Optimization

High-frequency buck regulators
As cellular phones and other portable electronics become more complex, more power is consumed 

by both active and standby systems. Consequently, power-management design for portable devices 

imposes new challenges in the areas of core and I/O voltages, energy management and battery lifetime.

By Christophe Vaucourt, Portable Power Systems Engineer, Texas Instruments, Germany

Modern synchronous buck con-
verters for portable applica-
tions provide so called power-

save mode operation to maintain high 
efficiency over the entire load range. 
At light loads, the converter operates 
with pulse frequency modulation (PFM 
mode) providing automatic transition 
into pulse width modulation (PWM 
mode) at medium to heavy loads.

PFM mode implementation in buck 
converters

In modern low-power DC/DC regula-
tors, when Power Save Mode (PSM) 
operation is enabled converters are 
automatically turning into PFM mode 
regulation under light load condition. 

During PFM operation, the Switched 
Mode Power Supply (SMPS) is kind 
of in sleep mode. Only the internal 
reference and a low quiescent current 
comparator are enabled to supervise 
the output voltage, a nonlinear control 
scheme is applied. 

Most of the other functions of the DC/
DC converter are turned-off, thereby re-
ducing dramatically the quiescent current 
consumption down to c.a. 15 to 30µA. 
Once the output voltage falls below a 
certain threshold, the DC/DC converter 
gets up and operates until the output 
voltage is within its regulation limits. 

PFM operation is primarily aimed 
to increase the DC/DC converter’s 

Figure 1: Typical application.

Figure 2: On-time controlled PFM scheme.

efficiency under light load condition. 
But as a side effect, it has influence on 

two major parameters of the DC/DC 
converter:
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To maximize efficiency by taking ad-
vantage of a gradual saturation induc-
tor, the TPS6262x device power stage 
has been optimized for ca. 300mA 
PFM inductor peak current.

 
Conclusion

Higher switching frequencies typi-
cally lead to lower efficiencies. Texas 
Instruments’ high performance 6-MHz 
buck regulators feature an optimized 
automatic PFM/PWM transition, with 
PFM mode entry/exit hysteresis, al-
lowing high PFM efficiency without 
compromising on output ripple voltage 
or load step response. 

By reducing wasted energy, this syn-
chronous DC/DC step-down converter 
enables longer battery life and less 
heat dissipation in portable applica-
tions that continually strive to accom-
modate rich functionality.

www.ti.com

The principle of the inductor voltage-
second balance can be used to derive 
the PFM timings:

L
)VOUT(VINtONIL(PEAK_PFM)

−
•≈

 (1)

VOUT

L
IL(PEAK_PFM)tOFF •≈

 (2)

The charge provided by the induc-
tor pulse and the charge supplied by 
the output capacitor (COUT) to the load 
should be equal within a single period 
to maintain a stable DC output volt-
age. 

Because of the charging balance of 
the output capacitor needed to main-
tain a constant value for the output 
voltage:

  (tO N+tO F F )
CO UT

IO UTIL (P E AK _ P F M)0.5

•

−•
∆VO UT =

(3)

Where ∆VOUT is the ripple across the 
output capacitor. 

Notice that a single pulse scheme is 
the PFM principle that produces the 
lowest output ripple. It is also possible 
to reduce further the output voltage 
ripple by enlarging the output capaci-
tor.

TI’s 6-MHz buck regulator series 
feature an automatic transition be-
tween PFM and PWM modes. The 
SMPS device enters PFM mode when 
the inductor current reverses in PWM 
mode. Conversely, the converter exits 
PFM mode when the PFM pulses have 
merged.

The load current at which the device 
transitions from PFM into PWM mode 
is mainly a function of the input and 
output voltages as well as the induc-
tance value.

2

IL(PEAK_PFM)I(PFM-PW M)

2•L
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To provide good noise immunity and 
seamless PFM/PWM transition, it is 
desirable to scale the PFM on-time ca. 
60% longer vs. normal PWM on tim-
ing. 

For a given input/output voltage 
combination of typically 3.6V and 1.8V, 
the PWM current ripple is fixed to ap-
preciatively 200mA. The device will 
then enter PFM mode when the load 
current falls below half that current 
ripple, i.e. approx. ILOAD≤100mA. 

Conversely, the converter will exit 
PFM operation when the load current 
rises above half the PFM peak current, 
i.e. ILOAD≥130mA. As a result of these 
two different entry and exit conditions, 
the regulation loop shows a hysteresis 
of approx. 30 to 60mA. 

Below equation helps to estimate 
the required inductance given the tar-
get output ripple voltage requirements. 
The time period (tON) reflects the nomi-
nal duration of a single PFM pulse.

VIN - VOUT VIN

VOUTCOUTL2
tO N

2 •
••

∆VOUT =

(6)

From the equation above we can 
see, if the inductance is increased, 
the PFM output ripple voltage is de-
creased.

As a result, larger inductance is 
preferred for light load efficiency whilst 
small inductance is required to meet 
heavy load transient requirement at 
active state (i.e. PWM operation).

Today’s state-of-the art multilayer 
technology offer structures to real-
ize non-linear inductances. MuRata 
LQM21PN1R0NGR inductor features 
a high permeability core and presents 
a gradual saturation effect thereby 
providing controlled inductance over a 
wide bias current range.

For a given PFM inductor peak cur-
rent there is an optimum way of sizing 
the widths of the power FETs. This 
optimum size minimizes both, the re-
sistive losses through the FETs RDS(ON) 
and the capacitive losses required to 
charge/discharge the MOSFET’s gate. 

Figure 8: Efficiency vs. load current.

Figure 7: Gradual saturation inductor 
characteristic.

rent depends on the effective induc-
tance value. As a result, the output 
ripple voltage and the PFM frequency 
can be influenced by both, the induc-
tor and the output capacitance. 

In PFM mode, the device typically 
operates in a single pulse mode and 
reduces progressively the dead-time 
between pulses as the load current in-
creases. As a matter of facts, the PFM 
frequency increases up to the point it 
can not be supported any longer by a 
single pulse, eventually transitioning 
into PWM mode operation.

quirements (e.g. output ripple voltage, 
transient performance and heavy load 
efficiency). 

 
Time controlled PFM mode 
architecture

The TPS6261x, ‘62x, ‘65x and ‘66x 
family of 6MHz buck converters fea-
tures a single threshold, variable on-
time controlled PFM mode. Unlike 
many other PFM control schemes, 
these devices feature an on-time con-
trolled inductor peak current modula-
tion (vs. fixed inductor peak current). 

In this case, the inductor peak cur-

output voltage ripple
switching / burst frequency

For cell-phone applications, typical 
requirements are usually: 

less than 20mVp-p output ripple
PFM switching frequency above 

500kHz for a few mA load current.
PFM/PWM mode change for ca. 

100 to 150mA load current.

The consideration to control the 
inductor according to a non-linear 
scheme is: it can further improve light 
load efficiency within certain load 
range while fulfilling the other key re-

•
•

•
•

•

Figure 4: PFM/PWM boundaries.Figure 3: PFM on-time vs. input voltage.

Figure 6: PFM output ripple voltage.Figure 5: PFM operation.
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Regardless of the module construction 
the key issues are the management of 
the temperature variations of both the 
silicon die and the module case. Both 
these temperature variations are a result 
of the mission profile and load cycles 
depending on the wind speed and 
intensity and the thermal path between 
the power semiconductor die and the 
coolant. These layers of different materi-
als offer both a thermal resistance and 
a thermal spreading of the heat horizon-
tally through the material. Good design 
with special attention paid to optimiz-
ing this thermal path can significantly 
enlarge the conductive heat area and 
reduce the steady state and transient 
thermal impedance between the heat 
source (silicon die) and the coolant. To 
demonstrate how the introduction of the 
copper baseplate improves the ther-
mal impedance between the silicon die 
and the coolant by horizontal thermal 

Usually the junction temperature in 
an inverter is calculated via a thermal 
model. For sine-shaped output currents 
significantly exceeding 0Hz an ap-
proximation is acceptable in which the 
characteristics of the chip temperature 
follows in accordance with the tempera-
ture characteristics of a pulse shaped 
current. Once the output current nears 
the value zero, this no longer applies 
and the junction temperature approxi-
mates the characteristics of the current.

Why design modules for wind 
turbines with a baseplate?

The design lifetime of wind turbines 
and the used power electronics is typi-
cally 15 years. This makes the long term 
reliability of the power modules very 
important. There are several papers 
describing and comparing different de-
sign approaches to the IGBT modules. 

Wind Turbine Inverter Technology
The quest for increased reliability

This article describes the common topology of wind power plants with double feed asynchronous 

generators as well as the requirements of power modules used in the frequency converter systems. The 

special focus directed towards power semiconductors places a high priority upon durability and reliability.

By Michael Sleven, Technical Marketing for IGBT modules, and Piotr Luniewski, 

Marketing and Application Engineer, Industrial Drives and Commercial, Construction and Agriculture 

Vehicles (CAV), Infineon Technologies, Germany.

The continuously increasing part of 
renewable energy in the genera-
tion of electricity requires a huge 

quantity of power semiconductors. 
Among the most cost effective renew-
able energy sources are the wind power 
plants. Frequency converters constitute 
an important part and facilitate the grid 
compliant power supply. Power semi-
conductors meet the requirements of 
this application with high reliability and 
build the core of these converters. This 
paper includes the common topology 
of wind power plants with double feed 
asynchronous generator and the advan-
tages of power modules with baseplate 
used in the frequency converter sys-
tems. 

Wind turbine with doubly-fed 
asynchronous generator

The doubly-fed asynchronous (or 
induction) generator (DFIG) is frequently 
applied in wind turbines.

Concept
The DFIG becomes a variable speed 

system in conjunction with an inverter. 
In contrast to other systems the genera-
tor rotor is not set up as a squirrel cage, 
but instead is formed as a three-phase 
winding accessible via slip-rings.  An 
inverter is used to provide both the exci-
tation power as well as the rotating field 
with variable phase angle. The set-value 
for the rotor field is determined by the 
difference of the synchronous rotating 
field of the mains and the rotor speed. 
Therefore, the DFIG can be operated 
both under and over synchronous.

trolled B6-bridge is not an option. Both 
converters are preferably constructed as 
B6-bridges with modern IGBT modules. 

Load change requirements on 
semiconductors / inverters

The loads and requirements of the 
NSR and the MSR are very different due 
to large variations of the wind velocity. 
This results in varying load currents and 
thus varying thermal load changes of 
the semiconductors of the two convert-
ers. For the operating point synchronism 
the output frequency of the MSR current 
nears the value zero. This means that 
one branch of the converter has to con-
duct the entire current and the two other 
branches take half the current each. An 
equal distribution of losses over all six 
converter IGBTs does no longer oc-
cur now. This condition may last for an 
undefined period and is therefore to be 
taken into consideration when design-
ing the converter. The base frequency of 
the NSR current is between 50Hz and 
60Hz, whilst the base frequency of the 
MSR is in the range of 0-20Hz. Figure 3 
depicts the typical characteristics of the 
resulting junction temperatures for NSR 
and MSR with equivalent RMS current 
during one period.

This represents a continually repeat-
ing temperature swing at the IGBT 
junctions in the NSR of around 2-3K and 
about 22K for the IGBTs of the MSR. 
Since IGBT modules have been used in 
traction applications it is known that the 
cyclic load capacity of IGBT modules is 
finite. 

The operating point synchronism 
means that the rotor speed equals the 
rotating field of the mains and, hence, 
the rotor voltage nears zero. This point 
is usually chosen in the middle of the 
design range of the wind turbine in 
order to optimize the efficiency. By 
controlling the rotor currents in magni-
tude and phase angle it is possible to 
provide both a real and a reactive power 
component. Usually this is achieved 
by field vector control. To this end the 
rotor currents are transformed into a 
Cartesian co-ordinate system. Subse-
quently this is transformed to a complex 
number range, which, with the addition 
of the single line equivalent circuit of the 
induction machine, provides the torque 
and flux generating components of the 
current.

In addition modern wind turbines fea-
ture a pitch control system. An increase 
in wind velocity such as depicted in 
Figure 1 between 1s and 2s above the 
nominal wind velocity of the turbine is 
then compensated by the rotor blade 
pitch control. This is the primary aero-

dynamic power control system of the 
turbine and it finally prevents the turbine 
from damage.

Inverter
Figure 2 depicts the inverter consist-

ing of a grid side converter (NSR), a 
rotor machine side converter (MSR), as 
well as a DC-bus. As the flow of energy 
has to take place both in the direction of 
the mains as well as the rotor, an uncon-

Figure 1: Typical characteristics of 
stator and rotor power, subject to the 
wind velocity for a 1.5MW turbine 
designed for a nominal wind velocity of 
11m/s.

Figure 2: Concept Inverter with DFIG.

Figure 3: Characteristics of the junction temperatures for NSR and MSR.

Figure 4 (left): FEM simulation for a module without baseplate.
Figure 5 (right): FEM simulation for a module with a 3mm-thick copper baseplate.
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spreading, two infinite element models 
whose only difference is the absence 
(Figure 4) or presence (Figure 5) of a 
3mm-thick copper baseplate.

By comparing the two simulation 
results it can be seen that:

The heat conductive area for the 
module with a baseplate (active area 1) 
is larger than the area for the module 
without baseplate (active area 2).

The module with a baseplate has 
the same junction temperature (Tv-
jop=125°C) as the module without a 
baseplate but with 45% more power 
being dissipated by the IGBT silicon 
die. This allows for an increased inverter 
output power using the same cooling 
system.

The FEM simulations presented above 
show results for steady state conditions. 
However in a wind turbine (MSR in the 
double fed system), the load on the 
power module is typically critical and 
the transient thermal impedance, Zthj-a 
between the silicon dies and the coolant 
is very critical and have impact on the 
lifetime of the power system. Figure 6 
compares the transient thermal imped-

•

•

ance for both types of modules.

The blue and the red curves in Figure 
6 show respectively the transient thermal 
impedance of a module with a copper 
baseplate and a module without a base-
plate in K/W (left Y scale). The green line 
shows the ratio of two transient thermal 
impedances (right Y scale in percent). 
For pulses shorter than approximately 
0.01s, no real differences are observed. 
However as the pulse width of the 
power loss increases, the module with 
a baseplate shows a distinct improve-
ment in thermal impedance due to the 
heat spreading in the horizontal axis by 
the copper baseplate. At pulse widths of 
around a second (typically experienced 
in the synchronism operating point), the 
solution with a baseplate has 70% lower 
thermal impedance. At steady state, 
with pulse widths longer than 50s, the 
thermal impedance is 43% lower with 
the module using a baseplate.

Die junction temperature is the result 
of power loss and transient thermal 
impedance over any given time period. 
In wind turbine applications the mission 
profile could be very dynamic. Figure 7 
depicts simulated junction temperature 
for both modules solutions (with and 
without baseplate) based on typical 
mission profile. The use of a baseplate 
reduces the junction temperature in this 
particular case by 19°C compared to 
the module without baseplate. Not only 
does this reduction provide more design 
margin for the silicon die maximum 
operating temperature but significantly 
reduces the temperature swing of the 
die and wire bond system which in this 
example can increase the number of de-
sign life cycles by 19 million cycles  giv-
ing longer life and higher reliability of the 
module and so of the complete turbine.

Requirements for clearance and 
creepage distances

When wind turbines are erected near 
the coast and especially off-shore and 
in environments with very high humidity 
or increased salt content in the air, flash-
overs in the area of the power semicon-
ductors and DC-bus connections occur 
commonly. Clearance and creepage dis-
tances as used in industrial applications 
are there no longer sufficient, depend-
ing on the degree of protection of the 
switch board cabinet. An increase of 

the protection degree according to DIN 
EN 60529 results in a marked increase 
of system cost. IGBT modules of the 
PrimePACK™ family with a CTI value > 
400 (comparative tracking index), as well 
as clearance and creepage distances of 
the housing sufficient for 3.3kV blocking 
voltage set new standards and consti-
tute a safe solution for fault free opera-
tion of the converter in a wind turbine on 
a long term basis. The PrimePACK™ is 
depicted in Figure 8.

Conclusion:
The reliability of power modules used 

in wind turbine applications has to meet 
the stringent requirements and to fulfil a 
long lifetime without any failure. Infineon 
has been setting new de facto standard 
for IGBT modules for wind power appli-
cations using baseplate IGBT modules. 
It was shown in this paper that a base-
plate not only can provide a higher level 
of mechanical stiffness to the module 
but also effects of load cycling can be 
mitigated by employing the latest bond-
ing technology. A property attached 
baseplate provides an improvement in 
the thermal performance and longer 
lifetime. This makes this form of con-
struction a logical choice for wind power 
applications. The rugged construction, 
the new housing and its high level of 
thermal and power cycling capability 
makes it especially suited for opera-
tion in wind turbine inverter. Simulation 
results presented here show the supe-
riority of modules with a baseplate over 
those without a baseplate, the result of 
optimized heat spreading. Research and 
further improvements in module reli-
ability and optimization of the thermal 
interface between the copper baseplate 
and the DCB are continuing.

Figure 6: Comparison of thermal 
impedances, Zthj-a.

Figure 7: Simulated IGBT junction 
temperature.

Figure 8: PrimePACK™ IGBT half-
bridge module with 3mm copper 
baseplate and internal NTC.

www.infineon.com

Koenigsegg Automotive AG – Photo by Stuart Collins
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sions within the power supply industry, 
thus helping to promote energy-efficient 
devices and appliances. Guidelines 
such as these are proving success-
ful in driving efficiency improvements 
into products and are making lower 
energy consumption a major differen-
tiator for OEMs. If servers are going to 
align themselves with the objectives 
set by the data center firms as well as 
confirming with international legislation 
then operating efficiencies need to be 
improved. It is through advancements 
both in the design and the application of 
switch mode power supplies that much 
of this will be achieved. 

Power conversion efficiencies clearly 
have a part to play, and considerable 
progress has been made here. While an 

Energy Conservation
Hand-in-hand with power supply efficiency
The significant improvements in power supply efficiency that are now becoming possible have the 

potential to contribute greatly to a reduction not only in terms of energy consumption but also the 

associated equipment operating costs. However, this in itself is not enough unless peak efficiency points 

are in line with the load levels to which the supply is subject.

By Conor Quinn, Director of Technical Marketing, Embedded Power, Emerson Network Power and Mick 

Grahame-Dunn, Business Development Manager, Power Products, Nu Horizons

The direct and indirect costs of 
fossil fuel usage are proving to be 
areas of concern for those in high 

political office as well as to the aver-
age member of the public. Diminishing 
resources are rapidly raising utility bills, 
while at the same time numerous indica-
tors are now showing the serious long 
term impact modern society is having on 
the environment. In many industries this 
is resulting in a push to deliver systems 
which are capable of higher efficiency 
levels, making sure that every Watt of 
power available is used to its fullest. 

One example of where these issues 
are given a great deal of consideration 
is in large data center sites. The major 
players in this sector have set very ag-
gressive roadmaps on how to curb their 
energy consumption, and expect the 
technology firms that support them to 
be able to deliver the hardware to realise 
this. Worldwide data center electricity 
consumption has more than doubled 
over the last eight years, according to 
research conducted by Stanford Univer-
sity, with over 60 billion kWh being used 
up in US-based centers alone (equating 
to 1.5% of the nation’s total consump-
tion). 

Market Demand & Incentive 
Programs

Programs such as Energy Star (which 
was set up by the US Environmental 
Protection Agency and the US Depart-
ment of Energy) in North America, and 
the EU Code of Conduct in Europe are 
influencing design and purchasing deci-

increase of 10% in efficiency (from say 
80% up to 90%) may sound impres-
sive enough, it is even more so when 
one considers that this actually reduces 
power dissipation by a staggering 50% 
(as the wasted power is reduced from 
20% of the output power to just 10%). 
However, overall efficiency is only part 
of the story.

Greater importance is now being 
placed on matching system goals and 
power supply goals. A few years ago, 
density was the principal driver in the 
power supply industry and was en-
abled predominantly through efficiency 
improvements. The limiting factor in de-
signs of this type would tend to be the 
power dissipation at full load. Therefore, 
the power supply efficiency would be 

Emerson’s iMP series of configurable AC-DC switcher power supplies.
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HybridPACK™ 2 - Compact Power for Your 
Electric Drive Train.
   Based on the long time experience in the 
development of IGBT power modules and intense 
research efforts of new material combinations and 
assembly technologies, Infineon has developed 
– dedicated for automotive applications – this 
HybridPACK™ 2 power module belonging to the 
HybridPACK™ family. With its pin fin base plate for 

Fairchild Semiconductor

direct water cooling Infineon HybridPACK™ 2 is 
designed to fulfill the requirements of your electric 
drive train application with power ratings of up to 
80kW.

www.infineon.com/cms/en/product/channel.
html?channel=db3a3043136fc1dd011370e812
b7043a 

Extend Talk Time in 3G Handsets
Fairchild Semiconductor’s RF power DC-DC 

converter, the FAN5902, helps to extend talk-
time by up to 40 minutes in 3G handsets by 
adapting the voltage supply level of the 3G RF 
power amplifier according to the RF power sent 

Infineon

through the antennae, enabling higher power 
efficiency for a wide range of antenna power 
levels.

www.fairchildsemi.com/pf/FA/FAN5902.html

LEM

Advertisement

ITW Paktron

Features “non-shorting” operation and does not 
crack like large ceramic chip capacitors under 
temperature extremes or high vibration. There 
are no DC or AC voltage coefficient issues with 
polymer film capacitors.
   Capacitance values range from 0.33µF to 20µF 
and voltage ratings are 50 to 500 VDC. Lead 
time is stock or four to six weeks.

www.paktron.com

Non-Polarized Polymer Film Capacitors 
(CS Series) Designed for Mission Critical 
Applications
   ITW Paktron’s Multilayer Polymer (MLP) Film 
Capacitors (Type CS Series) feature ultra-low 
ESR and high ripple current capability and are 
designed for high frequency filtering and EMI/RFI 
suppression in power conversion applications.  
Provides mechanical and electrical stability, 
compared to multilayer ceramic capacitors.  

International Rectifier

Versatile IR3640M PWM Control IC for 
Energy-Efficient High Performance DC-DC 
Applications

International Rectifier has introduced the 
IR3640M PWM control IC for high performance 
synchronous DC-DC buck applications. This 
single phase synchronous buck PWM controller 
with integrated MOSFET drivers and bootstrap 
diode features a single loop voltage mode 
architecture simplifies design while delivering 
precise output voltage regulation and fast 

transient response.
Designed to drive a pair of N-Channel 

MOSFETs from 250kHz to 1.5MHz switching 
frequency, this IC provides designers with 
the flexibility to optimize the solution for best 
efficiency or smallest footprint.  The output 
voltage can be precisely regulated from as 
low as 0.7V within a tolerance of +/-1% over 
temperature, line and load variations.

www.irf.com/whats-new/nr090625.html

Visit LEM at PCIM 2009 in Hall 12-402.  
This year, LEM will be highlighting a range of 
products, including the CAS, CASR and CKSR 
family of current transducers. They are suitable 
for industrial applications such as variable 
speed drives, UPS, SMPS, air conditioning, 
home appliances, solar inverters and also 
precision systems such as servo drives for wafer 
production and high-accuracy robots.

LEM is a leading manufacturer of current and 

voltage transducers used in a broad range of 
industrial applications, including variable speed 
drives for motors and power supplies, AC/DC 
converters, UPS systems for computers as 
well as in new innovative energy applications, 
such as micro-turbines, wind and solar power 
generation.

For further information please go to

www.lem.com

http://www.fairchildsemi.com/pf/FA/FAN5902.html
http://www.irf.com/whats-new/nr090625.html
http://infineon.com/cms/en/product/channel.html?channel=db3a304316fc1dd011370e812b7043a
http://www.lem.com
http://www.paktron.com
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UVP and OTP limits, change its OCP 
mode and control signal, and even force 
fan speed override if needed. The series’ 
configurable power supply control soft-
ware offers powerful real-time monitoring 
facilities, with a single screen conveying 
all the necessary status and performance 
information at a glance.

Within the product range there is a 
choice of 25 different output voltages, 
from 2V to 60V. Single, dual and triple 
output modules are offered with six dif-
ferent power ratings being supported. 
There is even an optional power hold-
up module to increase voltage sag ride-
through time. The series also boasts 
full medical approval (compliant to 
EN60601-1 Type B). 

It is clear that the purchaser of a 
power supply should not only consider 
the purchase price but also the cost 
of operating the power supply and the 
system over the life of the product. 
Failure to consider system efficiencies 
and energy consumption will only lead 
to a false economy. Intelligent power 
supply products, such as the Emerson 
iMP series, were designed with these 
considerations in mind. The iMP series, 
along with other Emerson power supply 
products (both AC-DC and DC-DC) are 
available through the Nu Horizons distri-
bution network.

www.powerconversion.com

Leveraging High Efficiency 
Techniques in Configurable Power 
Supplies

Many of these techniques are now 
being leveraged across different types 
of power supplies. For example, the 
iMP series of configurable AC-DC 
switcher power supplies from Emerson 
Network Power also incorporates many 
of these techniques to boast output 
power ratings from 600W up to 1500W. 
The efficiency levels are configuration-
dependent and among the highest in the 
industry for configurable power sup-
plies. Because these applications are 
not typically redundant, the efficiency is 
maximised at full load. 

These platforms are also full-program-
mable and the user can configure the 
power supply to precisely match their 
application requirements and furthermore 
make changes later to accommodate 
any unforeseen alterations to the original 
spec. All communication between the 
host controller and the power supply 
is handled via the I2C bus, using the 
industry-standard PMBus protocol. The 
control software supplied with any iMP 
device runs under the Windows® operat-
ing system on a standard PC, using a 
highly intuitive, easy-to-use graphical 
user interface (GUI). The same control 
screen applies to all modules and all 
operating parameters. This means that 
as well as defining a module’s output 
voltage and current, system design engi-
neers will be able to easily adjust its OVP, 

designed to be at its peak at the point of 
highest power dissipation (i.e. full load) 
and little thought would be put into how 
it performed elsewhere. 

This doesn’t always make sense 
though, as in many applications (including 
the majority of enterprise and data center 
servers) the power supplies are config-
ured in a 1+1 configuration to allow re-
dundancy to be built in and guarantee re-
liable operation. Therefore, under normal 
conditions, each power supply is running 
at (or more likely below) half load. As the 
cost of energy (rather than the space be-
ing used up) is now the dominant driver, 
this dictates that efficiency should be 
accordingly optimized at (or below) the 
half load operating point. Considerable 
improvements have been made at lighter 
loads. Efficiencies at (or above) the 80% 
mark are now possible at as little as 10% 
of the full load. This is an important detail 
because in many data center applica-
tions servers can idle at light loads for 
very long periods of time. As servers may 
be disabled or enter standby mode rather 
than idling at low power in the future, the 
concept of virtualization can help some-
what in this regard. Considerations of 
this kind also have the potential to further 
reduce the overall energy costs.

Enabling New Efficiency Levels
Traditionally, efficiency improve-

ments have been heavily dependent 
on the continued introduction of lower-
loss power semiconductors. Choos-
ing an optimized power topology can 
also allow better utilization of available 
semiconductor devices. As packag-
ing becomes more dense, interconnect 
technologies and functional integra-
tion aspects are also key enablers that 
increase efficiency. For example, a bus-
bar may now serve two purposes; in ad-
dition to acting as a current distribution 
element, it can also be utilized as a heat 
spreader.

  
A more recently emerged and highly 

potent enabler to add to this arsenal is 
that of digital control. While many of the 
traditional techniques already mentioned 
allow for efficiency optimization at certain 
points on the efficiency curve, digital 
control offers the ability to sense and 
adjust the operation of the power supply 
so that efficiency can be dynamically 
enhanced over the entire load range. 

http://uk.nuhorizons.c
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grid but each was controlled by its own 
software without networking. Today 
things are much easier, because central 
inverters incorporate most of the equip-
ment in a single housing. Plug-and-play 
solutions like the Helios Systems 1-MW-
Solar-Station HSC1000S (Figure 1) are 
already available.

 
All components of the HSC1000S 

are integrated in a 20ft (6m) high, cube 
container comprising not only the DC-
distribution and the inverter, but also 
a medium voltage transformer and all 
required medium voltage switchgear to 
connect the station to the grid. The sys-
tem is developed and produced in Ger-
many by FeCon and distributed by Helios 
Systems SL in Spain. It is a completely 
factory-assembled system – only the 

1 MW of Power from 
the Sun

Solar station eases grid connection of 
large photovoltaic power plants

Photovoltaic power plants are an expedient addition to wind turbines, because their power curve 

over a day is similar to that of the the consumers demands. To play a major role in the energy mix, more 

plants in the megawatt-range are needed.

By Frank Hinrichsen, Development Engineer, FeCon GmbH, Flensburg, Germany

In the last decade the portion of wind 
generated electricity in some states 
of northern Germany has reached 

a level of about 40%. With ongoing 
growth, grid stability is put at the risk, 
because power does not arise accord-
ing to customers demands. To further 
decrease carbon dioxide emission, new 
solutions must be found. Solar power 
plants may be the answer, because their 
highest output arises when the grid load 
reaches its climax – at noon.

For years, solar power generation 
seemed to be a hobby of people who 
put a few cells on their rooftop. But with 
guaranteed energy prices (e.g. by the 
German renewable energy law EEG), 
falling costs of the photovoltaic modules 
and, last but not least, increasing effi-
ciency of the inverters, photovol-
taic power plants became also a 
lucrative investment.

If solar energy should play a 
role in tomorrows energy mix, 
plants in the megawatt-range 
are needed. In the past it took 
much time to plan and install 
the required cabling, converters 
and auxiliaries for large plants, 
because many parallel inverters 
had to be assembled. Mostly an 
extra building was erected and air 
condition had to be taken into ac-
count. The parallel inverters had 
to feed their power to the same 

DC-connections to the photovoltaic array 
and the AC-connection to the medium-
voltage grid have to be done on site.

As can be seen in Figure 2, the pho-
tovoltaic array is linked via fuses, circuit 
breakers and EMC-filters to the input of 
the inverter. An overvoltage protection ex-
ists for each input line. The current in each 
string (fuse) can be measured separately 
for inspection purposes. The inverter 
system consists of two identical inverters. 
These inverters operate independently 
and feed their output power into different 
low-voltage windings of a special medium 
voltage transformer T1, optimised for the 
photovoltaic array. The container can be 
integrated in a radial or ring-type grid via 
the internal medium-voltage switchgear. 
Optionally, the auxiliaries of the inverter 

system and the heating can be fed 
by transformer T2 or from an exter-
nal source.

 
Each inverter is equipped with 

all necessary control systems and 
has its own maximum-power-
point tracker. A PC-based moni-
toring system with an Ethernet 
interface provides all important 
information to the operator. It al-
lows visualising temperatures, DC 
and AC currents and voltages as 
well as active and reactive output 
power in form of diagrams and 
curves. A report of the system 
status can be retrieved at any 

by a cool wind coming from the sea. The 
output power of photovoltaic cells falls 
typically by 4.4% with every 10K, so 
the rate of yield for photovoltaic power 
plants in northern Europe is not as low 
as one could expect.

On the market, a trend to further 
integration and increasing power den-
sity can be observed, so consequently 
FeCon is planning the next generation 
of Solar Station with more power in the 
same volume. Looking ahead, it can be 
supposed, that plug-and-play inverters 
are becoming standard for megawatt 
photovoltaic power plants.

time on site or at any other place via the 
internet. In case of malfunction, a failure 
message is generated and sent auto-
matically.

 
Two systems are already installed 

and have entered normal service in the 
beginning of this year. One is located 
in Spain and the other in Sprakebuell, 
a small village near the German west 
coast. Figure 3 shows a diagram of the 
output power of one inverter on a sunny 
day in May. Nearly 12.5MWh of electri-
cal energy in total were produced on 
that day. On one hand the intensity of 
the sunshine is not as high as in Spain; 
on the other hand, the photovoltaic 
modules have a better efficiency at 
lower temperatures, which are caused 

www.fe-con.comFigure 1: HSC1000S – the integrated medium voltage 
transformer can be seen through the opened doors.

Figure 2: Two 500-kW-inverters (HSI500) are the core of the HSC1000S.

Figure 3: Power output of one HSI500 in Sprakebuell photovoltaic power plant.
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rotating field of the mains and, hence, 
the rotor voltage nears zero. This point 
is usually chosen in the middle of the 
design range of the wind turbine in order 
to optimize the efficiency. By control-
ling the rotor currents in magnitude and 
phase angle it is possible to provide both 
a real and a reactive power component. 
Usually this is achieved by field vector 
control. To this end the rotor currents are 
transformed into a Cartesian co-ordinate 
system. Subsequently this is transformed 
to a complex number range, which, with 
the addition of the single line equivalent 
circuit of the induction machine, provides 
the torque and flux generating compo-
nents of the current.

Inverter
Figure 1 depicts the inverter consist-

ing of a grid side converter (NSR), a 
rotor machine side converter (MSR), as 
well as a DC-bus. As the flow of energy 

Wind Turbine Inverter 
Technology

The quest for increased reliability
This article describes the common topology of wind power plants with double feed 

asynchronous generators as well as the requirements of power modules used in the frequency 

converter systems. The special focus directed towards power semiconductors places a high priority 

upon durability and reliability.

By Michael Sleven, Technical Marketing for IGBT modules, Infineon Technologies, Germany

The continuously increasing part 
played by renewable energy in the 
generation of electricity requires a 

huge quantity of power semiconductors. 
Among the most cost effective renew-
able energy sources are wind power 
plants. Frequency converters constitute 
an important part and facilitate the grid 
compliant power supply. Power semi-
conductors must meet the requirements 
of this application with high reliability 
and build the core of these converters. 

Wind turbine with doubly-fed 
asynchronous generator

The doubly-fed asynchronous (or 
induction) generator (DFIG) is frequently 
applied in wind turbine applications.

The DFIG becomes a variable speed 
system in conjunction with an inverter. 
In contrast to other systems the genera-
tor rotor is not set up as a squirrel cage, 
but instead is formed as a three-phase 
winding accessible via slip-rings.  An 
inverter is used to provide both the exci-
tation power as well as the rotating field 
with variable phase angle. The set-value 
for the rotor field is determined by the 
difference of the synchronous rotating 
field of the mains and the rotor speed. 
Therefore, the DFIG can be operated 
both under and over synchronous.

The operating point synchronism 
means that the rotor speed equals the 

has to take place both in the direction of 
the mains as well as the rotor, an uncon-
trolled B6-bridge is not an option. Both 
converters are preferably constructed as 
B6-bridges with modern IGBT modules. 

Requirements of the power 
modules

The loads and requirements of the 
NSR and the MSR are very different due 
to large variations of the wind velocity. 
This results in varying load currents and 
thus varying thermal load changes of 
the semiconductors of the two convert-
ers. For the operating point synchronism 
the output frequency of the MSR current 
nears the value zero. This means that 
one branch of the converter has to con-
duct the entire current and the two other 
branches take half the current each. An 
equal distribution of losses over all six 
converter IGBTs does no longer occur 
now. This condition may last for an un-

occasional delamination of the 
soldered auxiliary and load 
terminal connections had been 
conspicuous. In modern IGBT 
modules for wind turbines 
these terminals are connected 
to the copper clad ceramics by 
ultrasonic welding.

As can be seen in Figure 3, 
an excellent connection be-
tween the welded load terminal 
and the copper cladding of the 
DCB exist.

The mentioned improve-
ments for the bond connec-
tions, the substrate solder and 
the connection technology of 
the terminals have shown a 
significant increase in the reli-
ability for the employment in 
wind turbines.

To be able to give an esti-
mate regarding the longevity of 
the modules in a wind turbine, 
the correlation between the 
timeframe of the occurring 
wind and the consequential 

variation of the resulting load current 
and its frequency has to be found. 

Requirements for clearance and 
creepage distances

When wind turbines are erected near 
the coast and especially off-shore and 
in environments with very high humidity 
or increased salt content in the air, flash-
overs in the area of the power semicon-
ductors and DC-bus connections occur 
commonly. Clearance and creepage dis-
tances as used in industrial applications 
are there no longer sufficient, depend-
ing on the degree of protection of the 
switch board cabinet. An increase of 
the protection degree according to DIN 
EN 60529 results in a marked increase 
of system cost. IGBT modules of the 
PrimePACK™ family with a CTI value > 
400 (comparative tracking index), as well 
as clearance and creepage distances of 
the housing sufficient for 3.3kV blocking 
voltage set new standards and consti-
tute a safe solution for fault free opera-
tion of the converter in a wind turbine on 
a long term basis. 

Continual load changes in the range 
of minutes lead to the fatigue of the 
solder layer between the copper clad 
substrate and the base plate. The result 
is delamination of the solder layer and 
the increase of the thermal resistance 
Rthjc between the chip and the module 
case i.e. base plate caused by this. The 
component fails due to overheating.

The reduction of the substrate solder 
has lead to an increase of the thermal 
resistance directly beneath the chip. 
Thus the semiconductors in the Prime-
PACK™ IGBT modules are placed in 
such a way that delamination of the 
substrate solder will not bear an influ-
ence on the thermal resistance directly 
beneath the chip for a large number of 
load cycles. In older module generations 

defined period and is therefore 
to be taken into consideration 
when designing the converter. 
The base frequency of the NSR 
current is between 50Hz and 
60Hz, whilst the base frequen-
cy of the MSR is in the range 
of 0-20Hz. 

This results in a huge number 
of power cycles in the range 
of seconds. The temperature 
swings occur at the junction 
and the bond wires of the 
power modules: The differing 
coefficients of expansion of 
silicon and aluminium result in 
micro-movements in the mate-
rial. This may lead to small 
cracks in the connection points 
chip surface and bond wire, up 
to the so called “Bond Wire Lift 
Off”. 

A so called power cycle curve 
shows the possible number of 
cycles confirmed by Infineon at 
various temperature swings 
∆Tj: junction temperature of the 
semiconductor. The curve ap-
plies to the new Fieldstop-Trench IGBT 
for 1200V and 1700V IGBT modules. 
This modern semiconductor technology 
allows the user a switched operation up 
to a junction temperature of Tvjop = 150°C. 
The user is now able to switch a higher 
current than with conventional semicon-
ductors with Tvjop = 125°C or to increase 
the power cycling capability fourfold 
given the same current.

In order to achieve the load cycling 
capability in the range of seconds, ac-
cording to the requirements of the DFIG, 
the surfaces of the semiconductors are 
metallically covered. This in turn enables 
a comprehensive optimization of the 
bond parameters, without damaging the 
crystalline structure.

Load changes in the range of minutes 
lead to the other significant damage due 
to the layer construction with various 
materials in the module. Caused by this 
load changes the IGBT module heats 
right through with a heat differential at 
the boarders of the various materials. 
The materials used such as copper, 
ceramics, silicon and aluminium expand 
with different coefficients of expansion.

www.infineon.com/highpower
Figure 1: Concept Inverter with DFIG.

Figure 3: Left, load terminals with 
ultrasonic weld; right, cross section of a 
connection between load terminal and 
ceramic insulator.

Figure 2: EconoDUAL™ 3 and PrimePACK™ IGBT half-
bridge modules.
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to become deformed and elongate in 
the direction of the electric field. This 
results in a shortening of the insulating 
distance, causing a leakage path on the 
insulator surface. Development of arcs 
takes place, and ultimately results in 
complete flashover. Hydrophobicity is 
affected by this phenomenon, decreas-
ing the lifetime of the insulator. Even un-
der relatively moderate applied voltages, 
the enhanced stresses occur at triple 
points of solid, gas and conductor in-
terfaces and initiates partial discharges. 
Photons and ions produced by the dis-
charges may lead to secondary electron 
emission and other discharge processes 
along the solid and trigger flashover, if 
the stress is sufficiently large. 

To increase the longevity of the insu-
lator a study has been undertaken of 
the behaviour of water droplets on the 

Power Grid HV Insulators
Electric field calculations are essential

Occurrence of water droplets due to environmental conditions on outdoor high voltage (HV) 

insulators can lead to localised field enhancement, causing partial discharges and dry arcs which can 

ultimately result in complete flashover.

By Prathap Basappa, Associate Professor of Electronics Engineering, Department of Engineering, Norfolk 

State University, Virginia, USA

The reason for this study was to ex-
plore the effect of contact angle of 
water droplets on electrical stress 

intensification and its implications. De-
livering power from a generating station 
and delivering it to the end customer 
– whether a consumer or a business- 
is a complicated process. Ultimately a 
power grid is as good as its weakest 
link. A major part of the grid is designing 
and creating insulators that reduce the 
likelihood of failure due to flashovers.

These insulators provide isolation be-
tween HV power lines and the grounded 
structures and need to be able to sur-
vive the extremities of electrical and me-
chanical stresses in order to achieve a 
better longevity. There are two types of 
insulators present in the market today, 
Ceramic and Non-Ceramic or Polymer 
Insulators. Polymer insulators, which 
were introduced in the 1970’s, are 
increasingly being used due to 
their characteristics such as better 
hydrophobicity, light, weight and 
ease in handling. However, ageing 
through deterioration is unavoid-
able since the polymer insulators 
are made up of organic materials. 

When exposed to certain envi-
ronments, such as pollution, wet 
conditions, acid rain and ultraviolet 
radiation, the ageing of the poly-
mer insulator speeds up. 

Whilst pollution is of little sig-
nificance under dry conditions, 
the presence of water droplets 
enhances the electric field inten-
sity, which causes the droplets 

insulator in presence of electric field. 
This was done using a 3D Boundary 
Element package from INTEGRATED 
Engineering Software. The COULOMB 
modelling software is a 3D electric field 
solver used for applications such as 
power transmission lines, transformers, 
insulators, bushings and grounding elec-
trodes. Its calculations include electric 
field strength, force, torque and capaci-
tance and designers can automatically 
vary and experiment with geometry, 
materials and sources.

The team worked on two scenarios. 
The first was the hydrophobic case 
where water droplets reside as discrete 
droplets on Silicon Rubber (SIR). The 
second case is when water droplets 
coalesce and form a film due to the 
diminution of the hydrophobic property. 
The first set of simulations inquired the 

role of single, multiple discrete 
water droplets on the shed and 
the sheath region in enhancing the 
E-Field.  The second set of simula-
tions looked into effect of the water 
films on the shed region. A high 
voltage insulator (138KV) made of 
SIR is considered to perform the 
electric field calculations.    

In the flashover mechanism, the 
electric field at the high voltage 
end, the water drops/films bridging 
the sheds as well as the shanks 
play a crucial role. Flashover can 
occur even if the surface away 
from the energized end is not fully 
wetted. The probability of an arc 
initiating and bridging the insulator 
is largely governed by the maxi-

ability of initiation and progression of 
wet flashover on the insulator surface. 
The second set of simulations revealed 
that the electric field intensification is 
more when there is abatement of hydro-
phobic property on the SIR insulators 
when compared to the discrete droplets 
case. The team concluded that on appli-
cation of higher voltages the percentage 
of the length of the insulator, where the 
field exceeds the streamer threshold, 
voltage also increases as well as in loca-
tions where the voltage spikes (implying 
locations where the flashover can prob-
ably start) occur. Reduction or absence 
of hydrophobicity leads to formation of 
water films but when hydrophobicity is 
increased by RTV coating the possibil-
ity of water films forming is drastically 
reduced.  The water films are broken up 
into discrete particles and, although the 
voltage spikes are increased in number, 
the stresses at the initial water droplets 
end, close to the HV, only exceed the 
streamer threshold voltages.

Using software for modelling and 
simulation made all the difference to the 
work required for this study as it would 
involve writing several thousands of lines 
of code, debugging and implementing 
complex surfaces and interfaces Much 
of the modelling work was undertaken 
by students, under the guidance of a 
junior and senior professor, and they all 
found the simulation programmes easy 
to use with good back-up and assis-
tance from INTEGRATED Engineering 
Software. Apart from its ease of use, 
one benefit the team found using COU-
LOMB was that they were able to create 
complicated geometries and obtain us-
able results in a relatively short amount 
of time. 

In the past, solutions were pure 
guesswork and the results could never 
be exact. Now the calculations are done 
within the software reducing the need to 
play around with coding. One can con-
centrate more on analysing the results 
and producing useful practical conclu-
sions instead of incessantly debugging 
and creating meaning out of numbers 
which may not be accurate.

simulations the team concluded that 
the electric field is at the maximum 
when three water droplets exist on both 
shed and the sheath regions and it is 
at minimum when single water droplets 
exist on the shed region of the insula-
tor. The streamer breakdown voltage is 
exceeded in all the cases, with half more 
prone to the occurrence of flashover. 
The sheath part of the insulator has a 
narrower dimension when compared to 
the shed region, which means it experi-
ences a higher amount of stress. On the 
sheath region, the water droplets will de-
form into an ellipsoidal shape that leads 
to greater enhancement of the electric 
field. Simulation showed that along the 
sheath, the direction of stress concen-
tration is tangential to insulator surface, 
explaining why the stress concentration 
occurs at the triple point between insu-
lator, water and air. In the case of water 
droplet on the shed the electric field is 
perpendicular to the shed. Because of 
this the electric field is enhanced at the 
top of the drop away from the insulat-
ing material comprising the shed. This 
means that the corona initiation, and 
subsequent flashover, occurs at the 
sheath region and the field distribution 
in the shed region may not significantly 
affect the conditions. In reality there are 
often many water droplets on the insula-
tor and each drop would have an effect 
on the electric field and on each other.

The first set of results show that water 
droplets in the sheath region greatly 
contribute towards enhancing the prob-

mum electric stress that occurs on the 
insulator surface as well as the percent-
age of the insulator length where the 
stress exceeds the streamer threshold 
stress. The presence of a hydropho-
bic coating (for example: RTV coating) 
inhibits the formation of water films, 
leading to formation of discrete water 
particles which are less dangerous. 

Previous studies included simulations 
using a simple insulator and studying 
the electric field variations with respect 
to the water droplet’s contact angle, 
position and the material of the insula-
tor used. The other set of simulations 
focuses on the behaviour of the water 
droplets on a practical High Voltage 
insulator of 138KV and a water droplet 
of a 900 contact angle is considered. 
The water droplets were placed on the 
shed and the sheath regions of the HV 
insulator and then the number of water 
droplets was increased to three with the 
same placing. When the insulator gradu-
ally loses the property of hydrophobicity, 
the contact angle progressively reduces 
leading to formation of water films 
instead of droplets. The effect of water 
films on field intensification was studied 
by placing water films on the insula-
tor surface. Six cases were considered 
using a water bubble with a diameter 
4mm with a contact angle of 900.  The 
relative dielectric constant of water was 
taken as 80 and a conductivity of 2.0e-4 
mho/meter.

From the results obtained from the 

www.nsu.edu
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Voltage iso surfaces around mushroom electrodes.

Analysis of insulator covered with water droplets.
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functionality by adding diagnostic and 
other capabilities. One of the latest 
developments is multi-stringing: this 
maximizes energy yield by connect-
ing several strings of series-connected 
solar cells, each with its own maximum 
power-point tracking (MPPT), to a 
single inverter. The solar cell is not an 
easy power source to work with. Open-
circuit, it develops a nominal voltage of 
around 0.6V: commonly, there would be 
up to 72 cells in a solar panel yielding up 
to 44V open-circuit. Short-circuited, the 
cell will deliver a certain level of current. 
The cell will deliver maximum power at 
a certain voltage and current, at a point 
between these extremes. This maximum 
power point changes with changing 
operating conditions (such as incident 
solar radiation level) making it neces-
sary for the inverter to track it in order 

Accelerating Growth in 
Solar Power

Accurate current measurements are vital
Governments and power utilities worldwide anticipate that a significant proportion of their total energy 

provision will in future come from photovoltaic (PV) power. But design of the inverters to convert the 

DC output of the solar cells to grid-synchronized AC, is becoming increasingly demanding. PV inverters 

must deliver peak efficiency, over a wide range of power levels and operating conditions, while meeting 

strict safety requirements. The performance of the inverter ultimately rests on precision measurements 

of basic electrical quantities. Photovoltaic inverter manufacturers need to work closely with transducer 

manufacturers to ensure that they can continue to support the latest trends in PV technology.

By Stéphane Rollier, LEM Product Manager, Industrial Division, Geneva, Switzerland

The world is demanding that “green” 
renewable energy sources replace 
fossil fuels to benefit the environ-

ment. Realistic scenarios for electricity-
supply systems of the near future in-
clude a mix of energy sources, in which 
solar energy will be deployed on many 
scales, from large installations cover-
ing hectares, to those serving individual 
households. This has led to a strong 
growth in the market for photovoltaic (PV) 
solar inverters. Even with the current 
economic downturn, the market for PV 
is expected to reach $34Bn in 2013. A 
relatively new element in thinking about 
the PV market is the expectation that 
grid-connection should be a feature 
of all scales of installation, with even 
domestic, single-household systems en-
abled to feed – and sell – power to the 
utilities when they generate more than 
their local load requires. 

If PV systems are to realize their 
potential, they must increase electri-
cal efficiency to reduce the cost-per-
kilowatt. It is well-known that the solar-
cell-fabricators continue to strive for 
higher basic efficiencies in conversion of 
solar radiation into electrical power; PV 
system manufacturers are also design-
ing next-generation inverters that deliver 
more power, and offer higher efficiency 
as well as increased intelligence and 

to maintain peak efficiency. Designers 
achieve this with a software algorithm, 
relying on voltage and current transduc-
ers for instantaneous data collection.

The inverter output current, typically 
15 to 50A (RMS), flowing to the grid is 
measured by a transducer for feedback 
to the controller for pulse width modula-
tion (PWM) sine wave control. Control-
lers are mainly based on microproces-
sors or digital signal processors sup-
plied with +5V and working with voltage 
references shared with other active 
components of the electronic control 
system. LEM’s HMS current transduc-
ers operate from a +5V power supply. 
Their internal reference voltage (2.5 V) 
is provided on a separate pin, allowing 
them to be used easily with DSPs or mi-
crocontrollers. But, they can also accept 

(both offset and gain; 
maximum thermal offset 
drift is 7 to 30ppm/K 
depending on model), 
response time (less 
than 0.3 microseconds), 
levels of insulation, + 
5V power supply and 
compact size. 

Special control is 
required at the output 
of the inverter, in order 
to provide synchroniza-
tion with the grid. The 
inverter must shape the 
sinusoidal AC current so 
that harmonics are mini-
mized and react quickly 

to changes in the grid-side current. The 
transducers used here must provide very 
fast response times combined with low 
offset drift. Minimizing offset drift due 
to changes in temperature also helps to 
minimize the need for complex compen-
sation algorithms. Conversely, at the DC 
input of the inverter where a transducer 
monitors the MPPT, the rate of current 
variations is relatively slow, allowing the 
use of a low-cost open-loop transducer.

Inverters that operate without a grid 
connection – for example, charging bat-
teries for stand-alone systems – are free 
from the restrictions enforced by utilities, 
but must nevertheless meet many of the 
same demands for safety and efficiency.

It is likely that the specifications that 
PV-inverter designers must meet will 
become even more demanding. For 
example, as well as limiting DC injected 
into the grid supply, some consensus 
may emerge on allowable levels of total 
harmonic content of the inverter output 
current; at present a variety of local lim-
its apply depending on geography. This 
imposes the need to precisely measure 
currents at frequencies much higher 
than the 50 or 60Hz of the grid.

Close collaboration between trans-
ducer manufacturers, such as LEM, and 
PV inverter manufacturers will provide 
the basis for developing technologies 
which, together, can deliver real com-
petitive advantage and market share 
within the growing solar sector. 

the system to trip at the generally-ac-
cepted different safety levels defined by 
standards (few mA) (AC and DC) while 
accepting a larger stationary AC ground 
current that arises due to capacitance 
between the solar cell installation and a 
ground plane in its vicinity.

LEM designed the CT transducer 
range specifically to meet the needs of 
modern solar-inverter topologies for a 
compact, low-cost and reliable earth-
current-detection solution based on a 
current transducer. They are differential 
current devices with nominal ranges of 
100mA, 200mA and 400mA, providing 
a linear voltage output of 5V at nominal 
current. Response time is better than 
20ms at 80% and 60ms at 90% of nom-
inal current. The use of a high technol-
ogy (“fluxgate”) design is key, especially 
to achieve the accurate measurement of 
very small DC or AC currents with low 
offset drift; DC and AC components up 
to 18 kHz can be measured.  

The CT products are PCB mountable, 
small size, lightweight components with 
an aperture for insertion of phase wires. 
The same, closed-loop-fluxgate technol-
ogy is employed in the PCB-mounted 
CAS/CASR/CKSR current transducers; 
for AC and DC isolated current mea-
surement, they cover 6 to 50A (RMS) 
nominal, handling up to three times the 
nominal values for the peak measure-
ment and up to 300kHz (+/-3dB). They 
were specifically designed to match the 
latest trends in inverter design, requiring 
improved performance in areas such as 
common-mode influence, thermal drifts 

an external reference 
(between 1.5 and 2.8 V) 
from these same DSPs, 
from which they then 
derive their own refer-
ence. This makes the 
overall application more 
efficient, facilitating refer-
ence drift cancellation in 
the error calculation.

Inverters employed 
in solar panels connect 
to the grid either via 
a transformer, or use 
a direct-connection, 
transformer-less design. 
The former may, depend-
ing on topology, use 
a mains-frequency transformer at the 
point of connection to the grid, or it may 
use a high-frequency transformer as 
the point-of-isolation within the inverter 
circuitry. A low frequency transformer-
based circuit offers inherent protection 
against the injection of DC into the AC 
grid, but has an efficiency penalty due to 
the losses in the transformer itself. The 
AC output of the inverter might have a 
DC component due to, for example, lack 
of precision in IGBT commutation; a DC 
offset in the current transducer used in 
the control loop of the inverter would 
manifest itself as a DC component in 
the output, thus any offset should be 
as low as possible. Very strict limits are 
imposed on the acceptable levels of DC 
supplied to the grid; not the least of the 
designers’ problems is that these limits 
vary from country to country, sometimes 
expressed as a percentage of nominal 
current (0.5%, for example), sometimes 
as an absolute limit that might be as low 
as 20 mA (UK standard). In all cases, 
there is the need to measure very small 
DC currents in the presence of large AC 
currents, with minimal offset and drift.

A further safety issue is earth leakage 
control. In a transformerless configura-
tion a path to ground will in any case 
exist through the leakage capacitance of 
solar panel or the human body imped-
ance. There is a need to incorporate a 
Residual Current Device (RCD) to detect 
unsafe current flowing to ground – or, 
to incorporate the function of an RCD 
into the inverter design, once again by 
use of appropriately-specified current 
transducers. Using that approach allows 

www.lem.com
Typical connection of PV array to the grid.

LEM’s CT transducer range.
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Energy Saving In 
Induction Machines

Two-zone transformerless soft-starter 
In order to save energy in applications using induction machines, a non-standard approach to a soft start 

of induction motors has been considered to improve the quality of a starting current of the motor and to 

reduce -or even remove- additional consumption of reactive power in a network. This approach uses a 

symbiosis of concepts of discrete peak and continuous phase regulation of voltage.

By Zinoviev G.S., Udovichenko A.V., Department of Industrial Electronics, Novosibirsk State Technical 

University, Novosibirsk, Russia

It is well known that upon 
starting, induction mo-
tors - especially the high-

voltage varieties – a heavy 
starting current is generated, 
which leads to pronounced 
sags in the voltage of supply-
ing network. It is therefore 
of importance to develop 
energy-saving devices that 
limit the starting current and 
ensure a soft start-up of the 
motor.  Thyristor devices 
commonly used to soft start 
alternating-voltage motors, 
reduce the starting current by 
a factor of 2-3, but deterio-
rate its waveform substan-
tially and produce an addi-
tional reactive component of 
the current caused by phase 
regulation of the voltage due 
to the delay angle of switch-
ing of the thyristors. As a 
result, the input power factor 
decreases and losses of the 
motor’s active power in-
crease. The latter can lead to 
the failure of a motor during 
slow starting due to thermal 
overload.

In this article is proposed a 
non-standard method for de-
signing soft-starting devices 
for asynchronous motors 

which enables the improve-
ment of the quality of the 
starting current and to reduce 
or even eliminate additional 
consumption of reactive 
network power. This method 
is based on symbiosis of the 
concepts of discrete ampli-
tude and continuous phase 
regulation. As a result, not 
only is consumption of reac-
tive network power reduced 
but also the input-current 
form and quality of the output 
voltage are also improved. 
This is made possible with 
the use of an input voltage 
capacitor divider. 

  
Two-zone thyristor 
regulator of an alternating 
voltage

At present, all industrial 
thyristor regulators for alter-
nating voltage are based on 
the classical scheme com-
prising opposed-parallel con-
nected thyristors. Depending 
on the magnitude of the regu-
lator input voltage (0.4-10kV), 
the thyristor group comprises 
1-5 series-connected thyris-
tors. The basic parameters 
of the one-zone alternating-
voltage regulator can be 
improved in schemes with 

phase, two-zone regulators. The output 
voltage vs. current and input voltage vs. 
current in the second (upper) regulation 
zone, are shown.

Figure 3 shows the load (external) 
characteristics of the three-zone voltage 
regulator. For the upper regulation zone, 
the characteristics are reasonably stiff 
up to loading currents exceeding the 
capacitor-divider current by a factor of 
2-4. 

At a power factor of induction ma-
chine of 0.85-0.92, the current of a 
capacitor divider practically completely 
compensates the reactive component of 
a current of the machine. As a result, the 
input power factor of a regulator will be 
practically equal to unity, and RMS value 
of an input current of the regulator will 
be less than the RMS value of a current 
in the machine.

It will reduce losses of active power 
from a current of a regulator in a power 
line. To estimate the quality of the regu-
lator output voltage, we use its harmon-
ics coefficient and integral coefficient 
of voltage harmonics. The quality is 
improved by 30-40% compared to one-
zone regulation. It follows that overheat-
ing of the motor can be avoided upon 
start-up of the motor.

Conclusions
1) An analysis of the energy char-

acteristics of the two-zone thyristor 
regulator proposed shows that the 
quality of the output current is im-
proved substantially, which ensures 
soft start-up of the motor. Simultane-
ously, the quality of the input current 
improves; we have a “green power” 
device to provide energy-savings. 

2) Multi-zone regulators of alterna-
tive voltage proposed provide time 
controllable soft start-up of power-
ful high-voltage induction motors 
with specified quality of the current. 
These motors are widely used in city 
systems of communal heat and water 
supply and also in mining and metal-
lurgical electrical equipment.

chain of several thyristors connected in 
series rather than a single high-voltage 
thyristor in the classical regulator, the 
total loss at the thyristors of the regula-
tor proposed are expected to be even 
smaller for the existing classes of thyris-
tors.

In a similar manner, one can construct 
n-zone alternating-voltage thyristor 
regulators and rectifiers using an n-zone 
voltage capacitor divider.

Figure 2 shows the modeling results 
obtained by the PSIM program for three-

zone regulation of the output-voltage 
amplitude. Usually multizone regulation 
of an output voltage is achieved by use 
of a transformer with taps to which are 
connected opposed-parallel groups of 
thyristors. The drawbacks of this regula-
tor are the high relative voltages on the 
thyristors, the large number of zones, 
and the necessity to use a transformer.

The scheme offered by a multizone 
regulator on an example two-zone is 
shown on fig.1

Figure 2 shows schematic diagrams of 
three-phase two-zone thyristor regu-
lator with A, B and C input plugs and 
X, Y and Z output plugs. Clamping 
(cutting) diodes provide fixing a volt-
age on thyristors. A capacitor divider 
provides half voltage of the network, 
which is used to obtain two levels 
of the input voltage of the regulator 
and hence, two regulation zones of 
the output voltage. In contrast to the 
classical thyristor regulator, the thyris-
tors with additional fixing diodes are 
arranged as subsequent opposed-
parallel connected chains. In general 
case, it is possible to obtain 1/n part 
of network voltage for all semicon-
ductor devices (here n=2), which 
reduces costs of thyristors compared 
to the classical regulator.

 
This advantage, however, is paid 

for by a current flowing in the upper 
regulation zone through two thyris-
tors connected in series rather than 
through single thyristor as in the 
known scheme. But since we use a 

 www.nstu.ru/en 

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of three-phase two-zone 
thyristor regulator.

Figure 2: Modeling results for three-phase two-zone regulator.

Figure 3: The external characteristics of the 
three-zone voltage regulator.
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be replaced by new "Smart Meters", a 
massive roll-out of these meters can be 
anticipated in Europe within the next 
several years. In the NAFTA region, 
one can reckon with similarly high unit 
quantities. Also in many Asian countries, 
work on the development of new energy 
concepts and electricity grid is under 
way – which will then require more than 
four times the quantity of  Smart Meters 
estimated for Europe.

To gain experience with this new gen-
eration of meters, test runs are taking 
place (in Germany, for instance, since 
early 2008), conducted by the four major 
energy companies RWE, e.on, EnBW 
and Vattenfall.

In this context, one of the most widely 
known test runs in Germany is be-
ing conducted by RWE in Mülheim, in 
which up to 10,000 households will be 
connected. In this process (in addition 
to their technical quality), also the ac-
ceptance on the part of consumers and 
the handling of these devices are to be 
tested. The new meters are installed in 
place of the old Ferraris meter – and the 
data can be transmitted to the energy 
company – for instance, via Power Line 
Communication (known as PLC, data 

approx. 146 million kilowatt hours per 
year – which corresponds to approx. 
one quarter of total consumption of 
electrical energy in Germany.

Currently, the total costs for electrical 
energy (for a typical four-person house-
hold in Germany) amount to 600 € - 1,000 
€ per year. 

Economic research assumes that 
solely due to the comprehensive intro-
duction of intelligent energy meters, 
there is a possible savings in private 
energy consumption which can amount 
to up to 7%. If this is flanked by the new 
price structures set by energy compa-
nies which enable consumers to opti-
mise their consumption (for instance, 
to run the washing machine when this 
is most affordable), even greater saving 
are certainly possible. 

Test runs with electronic meters
Since around 2007, test runs have 

been ongoing in Europe conducted 
by energy companies (on the use of 
electronic energy meters in private 
households. Throughout Europe, it is 
estimated that there are approx. 200 
million energy meters. If all these coun-
ters should (within the next few years) 

Intelligent Energy Measurement
Current transformers for "Smart Meters"

Let’s consider the public perspective: "Intelligent meters locate electricity hogs"; "Intelligent current 

meters"; "How smart is the power customer?"; "The digital electricity meter gains broad acceptance". 

These are only a few of the press headlines from recent months - under which one could than read more 

and more analyses and estimates on energy meters. The development of electronic meters is driven by the 

necessity to act in an eco-conscious manner and save energy.

By Dr. Ulrich Cebulla, GF-S Special Projects, Vacuumschmelze, Hanau, Germany

The European Union initiated 
the climate-control package 
"20-20-20" in 2007 – with the aim 

of reducing the output of greenhouse 
gases by the year 2020 to the extent of 
20%, to increase energy efficiency by 
20% and raise the percentage of renew-
able energy sources by 20%. For the 
electric-power market, this means that 
to achieve this aim, energy consump-
tion must be calculated as accurately 
as possible. For this purpose, new 
electronic meters – so-called "Smart 
Meters" - are needed.

These devices – unlike the old Fer-
raris meters – enable the calculation of 
consumption in virtually real time, along 
with the supply of this information to 
the consumer via various communica-
tions channels (for instance, via WLAN 
or power-line communications) – also 
to one's home computer. This means 
that each household which has installed 
such a new meter can individually cal-
culated the current rate of consumption, 
monitor consumption habits and with 
that, for instance, identify 'energy hogs' 
within the household.

This measures must be flanked by 
new rate models from energy companies 
- which would then enable consumers 
to act even more cost-consciously (for 
instance, by introducing load-variable 
rates or rates dependent on the time of 
day. 

With that, the old meters have be-
come obsolete and are being rapidly 
replaced by the new electronic meters.

Electrical-energy consumption: 
Germany as an exemplary model

In Germany, there are approx. 39 mil-
lion households. Their energy consump-
tion by way of electricity amounts to 

For several years now, the engineering 
of these "Smart Meters" has been under 
way on a global scale. In this context, 
the United States is the forerunner; yet 
also in many European countries, the 
old meters are being replaced by "Smart 
Meters".

Current transformers (CT) made of 
nano-crystalline or amorphic magneti-
cally soft cores such as those manu-
factured by the company Vacuum-
schmelze GmbH & Co. KG in Hanau are 
important components of this process 
when it comes to measuring current. 
These current transformers demon-
strate particular suitability for the exact 
and reliable calculation of energy con-
sumption.

Intelligent meters squeeze old 
meters out of the 
market

Each household has 
at least one energy 
meter which measures 
the electrical energy 
consumed – in kWh 
(kilowatt hours). In 
Germany, this is usual-
ly an old Ferraris meter 
(an electro-mechanical 
meter with an alumini-
um platform and a me-
chanical roller counter. 
In this context, it is 
still standard proce-
dure to record energy 
consumption annually 
and to pass it to ac-

count via monthly advance payments. 
Yet the times are changing:  energy 
costs are continuously on the rise – and 
suppliers as well as consumers have an 
interest in establishing the most effec-
tive and most affordable energy-supply 
system possible. Climate-control policy 
also demands of all parties involved the 
intelligent and eco-friendly handling of 
resources. 

Now, newly-passed energy legislation 
in Europe is forcing the energy compa-
nies to introduce (as of 2010) new, intel-
ligent meters.

Already in the past few years, in this 
context, where the gauging of the con-
sumption of electrical energy is con-
cerned, new electronic meters (so-called 
"Smart Meters") were tested by energy 
companies.

Figure 1: Exterior view of a "Smart 
Meter". The transducers are in the 
lower section; the display unit can be 
seen in the upper section.

Figure 3: TERIDIAN semiconductor module (left) and simplified diagram (right) for 3-phase electricity meter with integrated 
functions for temperature and phase compensation, manipulation detection, slight fluctuations and a high level of repetition 
accuracy.

Figure 2: Hysteresis response of a current transformer 
with a homogenous core. Due to the highly linear 
characteristic curve around the operating point at H = 0, 
the very good response with regard to the DC stability 
and freedom from distortion for the output signal occurs.
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ences is required. 

Highly-linear cores with high dynam-
ics, minimal interference, very good 
linearity and extremely high reliability 
enable meter manufacturers to place 
future-oriented "Smart Meters" on the 
market. 

Conclusion
"Smart Meters" will squeeze the old 

electro-mechanical meters from the 
market. The requirements imposed upon 
this new generation of meters have, in 
this context, significantly increased – 
and particularly necessitate (on the part 
of metrology) highly precise and reliable 
components. For this purpose, the cur-
rent transformers made by the company 
Vacuumschmelze offer in the totality of 
their properties a technically and com-
mercially efficient solution. The portfolio 
of components is completed by magnet 
cores and transformers for the sector 
of data interfaces (i.e., PLC, "Power 
Line Communication") for these "Smart 
Meters".

transmission via the electrical grid) or 
via a mobile communications interface 
(GPRS), which is partially integrated in 
the Smart Meter. With that, the pos-
sibilities for remote reading and remote 
interference by the grid service pro-
vider and/or the energy company are 
tested in order to receive more accurate 
consumption data more simply than 
before. In Figure 1, one can see such an 
electronic meter like the ones used in 
the household sector.

From this perspective, "Smart Meters" 
are an investment in the future. They 
supply a basic element for the further 
expansion of the grid to create a so-
called "Smart Grid". With innovative 
systems, the evolution of a grid which 
integrates the various elements in the 
energy market – such as high-fluctuation 
energy capacities, de-centralised sup-
ply, block heat and power plants, solar 
and wind energy, etc. - is enabled.

Current Metering processes
Before the level of energy consump-

tion can be determined, the current yield 
must be metered – correctly and accu-
rately. That initially sounds simpler than 
it often is in practise. For this purpose, 
one must interfere with the current flow 
- and here, there are essentially four dif-
ferent metering principles for metering 
alternating current:

1) With a shunt
2) With a semiconductor component 

(hall sensor)
3) With an air-core coil (Rogowski coil) 
4) With a coil featuring a magnetically 

soft core (current transformer)

In principle, all of these processes are 

suitable for metering alternating current 
– and with that, to determine energy 
consumption more or less accurately. 
For each process, there are already 
products on the market used in elec-
tronic meters. In the household sector, 
current intensities of 20A to 320A are 
typical (according to whether these are 
used in the 1-phase or 3-phase range 
– or, for instance, in the U.S., where the 
standard voltage is 120V).

Ideally, one expects from this current 
metering that they meet the follow-
ing standards:  highly linear across 
the entire current range, non-sensitive 
to DC components, non-sensitive to 
interspersed DC or AC fields along with 
the simplest-possible calibration of the 
phase response and the temperature 
dependency across the gauging range. 
None of the aforementioned principles, 
however, completely fulfils all of these 
conditions. 

With current transformers based on 
nano-crystalline or amorphic homog-
enous cores, the best results can be 
achieved in this process in terms of ac-
curacy, linearity and reliability.

Of course, the costs of physical 
metrology also play a role in the pro-
cess. However, in relation to the total 
system costs for a "Smart Meter" (that 
is to say, including the analysis electron-
ics, the data interface and the display 
unit) are not the decisive cost block. In 
this context, for example, the metering 
shunt is a rather simple and low-cost 
solution – and is already used in many 
countries where only single-phase grid 
are installed (i.e., in numerous European 
countries and in Asia). However, there 

are significant disadvantages with regard 
to linearity and temperature response 
– or also when an electrical isolation is 
required. In the U.S., therefore, due to 
the typically high amperages used there 
and to the applicable quality standards, 
primarily current transformers are used. 

All in all, there are "Smart Meters" on 
the market which function according to 
one of the four principles. Current trans-
formers, however, have inherent techni-
cal advantages compared to the other 
principles.

Current transformers for "Smart 
Meters"

For many years now, current trans-
formers (and especially the applications 
in electronic meters) have been part of 
the Vacuumschmelze product portfolio. 
In this context, cores for these trans-
formers are wound from rapidly-settling 
amorphic magnetic bands. Here, the 
material parameters are set so as to 
enable the achievement of cores with 
low permeability and very high linear-
ity in the subsequent process steps. 
In Figure 2, the hysteresis response of 
such a core is illustrated. In the operat-
ing point at H = 0, one recognises the 
highly linear response of this current 
transformer. 

Based on these material properties, 
these current transformers display sig-
nificant advantages for the determina-
tion of electrical-energy consumption:

a) Broad tolerances range on the part 
of the output signal towards DC compo-
nents in the current path ("DC stability")

b) Very constant phase error and con-
stant temperature response which are 
very simple to compensate electroni-
cally

c) Very high linearity across the entire 
current Metering range – particularly 
also in the case of very low currents 
and outputs (such as, for instance, in 
energy-saving bulbs)

d) Very light metering errors in com-
plex loads for the electrical grid (such 
as, for instance, in a household, where 
ohm, capacitive and inductive loads can 
occur simultaneously) 

e) Very low interference due to stray 
fields (i.e., electronic devices in close 
proximity to a meter) due to the symme-
try of the current transformers

www.vacuumschmelze.com

Figure 4: VAC current transformers for use in "Smart Meters", in different 
configurations (various intensities of current, with /without integrated insulation).

As we have already mentioned in Item 
b), due to the phase and temperature 
response, an electronic compensation 
is required for all metering principles. 
Due to the outstanding properties of the 
current transformers, this compensation 
is possible with very simple and afford-
able ICs. The companies TERIDIAN and 
ANALOG DEVICES both already offer 
integrated circuitry for these current 
transformers, with which simple signal 
processing can be warranted. Figure 
3 shows the finished TERIDIAN semi-
conductor module (left) and simplified 
diagram (right). The ICs are designed 
for three-phase electricity meters with 
integrated functions for temperature 
and phase compensation, manipulation 
detection, low fluctuations and high ac-
curacy of the energy gauging (repetition 
accuracy).

Regarding the required specifica-
tions for "Smart Meters" (i.e., according 
to the European norms IEC and MID), 
there are currently several discussions 
still taking place. Many conditions for a 
future-oriented energy-supply grid and 
its components (particularly the "Smart 

Meters") have yet to be implemented in 
the form of requirements concerning the 
gauging principles. 

It is clearly foreseeable that the stan-
dards regarding the components for a 
modern and reliable electrical-supply 
grid will continue to improve.

The company Vacuumschmelze is 
closely following the developments 
concerning standardisations and 
engineering standards – and is in the 
process implementing the specifications 
required by networks operators, energy-
supply companies and standardisation 
committees in the form of products. 
Due to many years of experience in the 
magnetic-materials sector, we have a 
technically and economically future-ori-
ented solution in our portfolio – with the 
aforesaid current transformers based on 
VITROPERM® or VITROVAC®. 

In Figure 4, various configurations for 
current transformers (for various amper-
ages) are indicated. In this context, also 
metallic insulations can be integrated 
when non-sensitivity to external influ-

http://www.powersystemsdesign.com
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Munich Re, Siemens, Deutsche Bank 
and RWE are partnering in the project, 
and more than 15 other companies are 
being invited to join the consortium. Be-
yond the major impact of Desertec itself, 
the project is set to spur a new wave of 
other solar power plants and projects, 
marking a historic shift from traditional 
electrical-generation techniques to solar 
power. 

Desertec represents a number of 
milestones in the history of the solar 
business. For one, it marks the first time 
that private companies will invest in a 

Reported by Cliff Keys, Editor-in-Chief, PSDE

I recently participated in a research 
project in Germany where the 
interviewer was very interested in 

the ‘public view’ of nuclear, fossil and 
renewable power generation. In Europe, 
the sensitivity to ‘green’ technology is 
very high and is becoming both a con-
sidered consumer choice as well as the 
usual political and industrial bandwag-
on. Now it looks like a good proposition 
for private investment.

 
In what iSuppli Corp. believes could 

mark the beginning of the end of the 
use of fossil fuel and nuclear technolo-
gies for electrical generation, the world’
s largest re-insurance company has 
announced an unprecedented effort to 
invest billions of Euros in solar power 
plants in North Africa.

The Desertec project, sponsored by 
Germany’s Munich Re, plans to invest 
400 billion Euros to build solar power 
plants in the North African Sunbelt, 
located in the Sahara Desert region. The 
effort will utilize Concentrating Solar 
Thermal Power (CSP) plants to generate 
electricity and will establish an upgrad-
ed electrical grid in the Mediterranean 
countries. The project will be built during 
the next 10 years. 

long-term renewable-energy endeavor 
of such vast size. Furthermore, leading 
companies have never undertaken such 
major risks to invest in a relatively new 
technology amid an uncertain political 
environment and missing infrastructure.

The private companies funding 
Desertec expect an attractive margin 
by producing and selling electricity 
from the desert. In a study sponsored 
by Greenpeace that by 2050, the CSP 
industry will generate about 2,000 billion 
Euros in revenue and will create 600,000 
new jobs worldwide. This means that 
the CSP industry will be able to offer as 
many jobs as the German automotive in-
dustry does today. A large portion of the 
equipment for the North African power 
plants will be delivered by the German 
solar industry. 

Despite the general economic gloom 
that is prevalent in Europe and the US, it 
looks as though the green energy sector 
together with the eagerly awaited power 
grid programs featured in this issue, are 
finally entering a phase of much-needed 
real investment.

Green Gets Private 
Investment

www.powersystemsdesign.com/
greenpage.htm
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21 Napier Place, Wardpark North, Cumbernauld UK G68 0LL
+44/1236/730595 Fax +44/1236/730627

Plug in to our Power Tools
Make better, faster power inductor choices with
Coilcraft’s powerful web tools.

Start with an IC, a converter topology, or a
list of electrical and mechanical specs. In sec-
onds you’ll get a list of every Coilcraft part that

could work for you, complete with price infor-
mation. A few more clicks gives you a detailed
analysis of core and winding losses.

Check out our complete power designer’s
toolbox at www.coilcraft.com/powertools
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 Part Number
BVDSS

(V)
RDS(on)

(mΩ)
ID@ 25˚C

(A)
Qg typ

(nC)

IRFP4004PBF 40 1.7 195** 220

IRFP4368PBF 75 1.85 195** 380

IRFP4468PBF 100 2.6 195** 360

IRFP4568PBF 150 5.9 171 151

IRFP4668PBF 200 9.7 130 161

IRFP4768PBF 250 17 93 180

* Based on data compiled October 2008

** Package limited

For more information call +33 (0) 1 64 86 49 53 or +49 (0) 6102 884 311
or visit us at www.irf.com

With performance improvement of up to 50% 
over competing devices, the new TO-247 
MOSFETs from International Rectifi er can 
help extend battery life in motor applications, 
improve effi ciency in solar inverter systems, 
and deliver the wattage required for high 
power Class D audio systems.

Applications

• High Power Synchronous Rectifi cation 

• Active O’Ring 

• High Power DC Motors 

• DC to AC Inverters 

• High Power Class D

Features

• 40V to 250V in TO-247AC Package

• Industrial grade, MSL1

• RoHS compliant

N-Channel MOSFETs

Your FIRST CHOICE
for Performance

Lowest RDS(on) in TO-247 Package*
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